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302 East 85th Street,

New York City, Feb. 25
3 1921.

Mrs. Elizabeth B. Janeway,
Riverdale-on-Hudson , N. Y.

Dear Madam:—
Once more it pleased the Powers above, permanently to separate us from one of our most honored teachers,

Henry Harrington Janeway, aged '/<s>
.

(

Dr. Janeway held a notably high place in our esteem and by his conscientious instruction had endeared himself to us.

We mourn the loss of such a personality and realize that he will never be replaced. Such a loss makes us feel a
greater burden thrown upon our shoulders, and we shall try to bear it, though our sorrow will surely, for a time at least,

delay our progress.

We wish to eocpress our admiration for the man who has gone from us, and send our heartfelt sympathy to his

family and friends.

A photograph of Dr. Janeway will be permanently placed in the College, so that future students may have a
suggestion of a great force that has passed.

Joseph L. Kohn,
President, Senior Class.

Harold A. Cottier,

President, Junior Class.

Harry Garfinkel,

President, Sophomore Class.

A. Peters,

President, Freshman Class.
Mrs. Elizabeth B. Janeway,

Riverdale-on-the-Hudson, N. Y.
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Dean of the Faculty
Professor of Oral Surgery and Anesthesia

Drawn by A. Rochester
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Drawn by A. Rochester
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Agnes Irving Polhamus, D.D.S., Director and Instructor
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Examiner
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HENRY HARRINGTON JANEWAY, A.B., M.D.

Professor Janeway was born in New Brunswick, N. J., Marcli

19. 1873 and died at his home in Riverdale-on-Hudson, February 1,

1921. His early education was in the Rutgers Preparatory School and

he graduated from Rutgers College in 1889, with the degree of A.B.

A post-graduate course was taken under Professor Chittenden in Shef-

field School, Yale University. This was followed by a four years'

course in the College of Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia University,

after which (in 1898,1 he entered Roosevelt Hospital in the surgical

division under Charles McBurney. He further studied in the clinics

of Roosevelt, Skin and Cancer, and Lying-in Hospitals. His first five

years were given to general practice in New Brunswick, N. J., but in

1907 he became associated with his father-in-law, Dr. L. C. Bulkley,

in his dermatological practice in this city. He remained with him for

two years, during which time he made extensive investigations into

skin and cancer pathology and contributed several articles to the litera-

ture upon this subject. But as time progressed his scientific mind went

beyond the ordinary routine of medical and surgical practice and he

became interested in experimental thoracic surgery and by the con-

struction of a large Sauerbruck (negative pressure) cabinet he rev-

olutionized this previously unexplored science. The making of this cab-

inet to its minutest detail was an example of his painstaking scientific

originality. In 1909 he was appointed chief of the Laboratory for

Experimental Research of the College of Physicians and Surgeons. His
investigations in blood-pressure and shock and in oesophageal and gas-

tric surgery remain as monuments to his greatness. In 1914 he was
appointed Attending Surgeon and Chief of the Radium Department of

the Memorial Hospital, New York City, where he developed and
advanced the use of radium as a therapeutic agent in cancer. His
patience and perseverance soon produced results which today prove
that radio-therapy in combination with conservation surgery is the treat-

ment of choice in neoplasms. The technique of radium application as

developed by him in his clinic has now been adopted as the standard.
The scope of his activities was boundless. During the fifteen years from
1906 to 1920, he published no less than forty-four original contributions,

covering the domains of cancer, experimental surgery, and physiology.

His operation of gastrostomy is classical. His text-book on physiology

for dental students is standard.

Professor Janeway's pioneer work, his unselfishness and his opti

mism made his clinic the mecca for radium thought and research. His

example inspired his fellow workers and their endeavors will always

reflect his originality. In 1913 he was appointed to the Chair of Physi-

ology and Bacteriology in the College of Dental and Oral Surgery of

New York.

Doctor Janeway's life was a many-sided one. Fond of all out-door

sports since a boy, he was never satisfied unless he excelled in every

form of play. He ranked high as a tennis player, being a member of

the West Side and Riverdale Tennis Clubs. He was very fond of golf,

his membership being that of St. Andrews Golf Club. But, perhaps, his

favorite pastime was ice-skating, in which he indulged out-doors or in a

rink whenever opportunity from his work afforded. Always apprecia-

tive of a joke, eager to enter into any form of fun, he was a man in

whose company men loved to be.

Doctor Janeway held a notably high place in the esteem of the

students, and by his conscientious instructions endeared himself to them.

They realize the loss of such a personality and feel that he will never

be replaced. There was not a man in the college who did not like and

admire him. They all realized lie was not only a most capable physician

but one of the men it had been their privilege to know. The dental

college has suffered a very severe loss in his death and his unselfish

devotion to his work was exemplary. What was so fittingly said at the

funeral services of his life and character, the College knew by experi-

ence. Honesty, fairness and love for his fellow men were keynotes

in his character.

He is survived by his wife, Elizabeth Bulkley Janeway (whom he

married in 1901), and by five children: Jacob Jones, Katharine Melleck,

Elizabeth B.. Eliza Ann and Julia B. Janewav.
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CLASS OF 1921

DRAMATIS PERSONAE

The Draped Figure A Beloved Master

The First Jester Moe Rosenzweig

The Second Jester Leo Heidenreich

The Third Jester Hyman Freedman

The Fourth Jester Jerry Hahn

The First President Kloomak

The Second President Moe Fierstein

The Last President J°e Kohn

The Man Who Knows Bill Wasson

The Man Who Knows He Knows Not .... Andy Reich

The Man Who Exhorts Leo Gordon

The Man Who Ran Schier

The Man of the People Himmelfarb

The Man for Money Gus Landau

The Jazz King Harry Roberts

The Chorus Boylhart

The Runner Jack Murray

A Commander in the Army Lester Predmore

His Queen of Hearts Elise Predmore

The Dancer George Goldsmith

The Wearers of the Chrysanthemums The Girls

A "Jewel" Herself

The Others The Rest of the Class
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The Draped Figure: O Class of 1921, for many long years have

I led you on the "Way of Knowledge." To test your skill I have placed

stumbling blocks in your path, yea, verily, even quizzes, but, nothing

daunted, you have braved me in my den to make up absences and even,

by my goodness, many "zips," because verily, do I not know that to

get "all mixed up" is an attribute even of seniors? At last you have

attained the heights and now know all: Yea even the "Seven Steps in

the Proper Procedure for a Rubber Dam," and also the many symp-
toms of "shock." Yea, verily, I even believe that you know the defini-

tion of an "alveolar abscess"; (Miss Roth, you give it), and even the

distinguishing feature of H2S ("I won't have it!") and also the mean-
ing of "intoxication" ("I wish you men wouldn't behave like children!").

Truly, some things are beyond mortal powers to learn, chiefly the

"Petrous portion of the temporal bone," and also the reason why you
have to pay five dollars for a breakage fee ! But rest content, O Class

of 1921, perhaps in another world, if you will get down to hard work,
you will learn the reason even for these. We are assembled today
because it is my duty before I allow you to receive that "Roll of

Paper" which will enable you to attain many other "papers" of a

different sort. Verily, I say, it is my duty to give you one last quizz.

Not a written one, however, for it is imperative that each man answer
for himself. The question is: "What have you done for yourself, for

the Class, for the College?"

The Man Who Exhorts: O Master, I was the first to gain promi-
nence in the Class. With my loud voice I subdued and took command
of the first meeting. All men hearing me became quiet. Since then
whenever there is noise I raise my voice above the tumult and am
heard. I was a pol't : eal boss in my first two years, but

First Jester: But no, O Master, he is content to boss his wife.

The Draped Figure: Verily I see that in the years to come you
will boss your patients wlrle extracting teeth and then subdue them
while extracting money. You are qualified. Pass on

!

First President: I next, O dearly beloved master, figure in the
annals of Class History.

Fourth Jester: Just a minute; will you please say that again?
I didn't get the last word.

Chorus: "The old gray mare, she ain't what she used to was.

She ain't what she
—

" etc.

The Man Who Exhorts: Quiet, fellows!

First President: It was my unique honor to

—

Second Jester: To be the first president in petticoats.

First President (nothing daunted) : It was in my administration

that the Class first smelled the heavenly aroma and tasted the exquisite

flavor of a tender, juicy frankfurter roasted over a smoking camp fire.

Oh, that first hike ! It was great ! How it snowed !

Second Jester: How we sneezed the next day!
The Man Who Knows : That was because we got our feet cold

and that drove the blood out of the femoral vein and its various anas-

tomoses, through the splanchnic region, direetlv into the mucous mem-
brane of our noses. Of course, all that blood rushing into the above-
mentioned mucous membranes caused an irritating, tickling sensation

which resulted in the forceful expulsion of air from our noses.

Third Jester: If Jack Murray were there could he have run away
from the snow ?

The Class : Aw, sure !

First Jester: That was the famous occasion when Harry Roberts
jazzed the bursting of the frankfurters into syncopated rhythm.

Chorus: "He's a ja-azz baby!"
The Man WT

ho Exhorts : Aw, can't you keep quiet and give her a

chance ?

First President: Thank you, Mr. Gordon, I simply wish to add
that the rest of my college course was spent in counting ballots and
in quieting crying babies on the Infirmary floor, thus offering a living

example that women were justified in demanding equal rights. (Loud
applause from the wearers of the chrysanthemums.)

The Draped Figure: Verily, verily, O my daughter, I see that

it has not benefited you much to pass through our institution. Inasmuch
as counting ballots and quieting babies is not profitable, you are abso-
lutely disqualified ! Next man !

Second President: For two long years have I served my class

faithfully and well

!

Fourth Jester: Wait a minute, wait a minute. I have to take it

down in shorthand.
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The Commander in tlie Army (fiercely: Mr. President, you forget

that during that time it was / who commanded in the Army !

His Queen of Hearts: But you forget, dear, it was I who com-

manded you

!

The Commander in the Army (quite meekly) : Yes, dear, yes, of

course

!

Jewel: Say, girls, wasn't it great to take a walk with the boys

on Fifth Avenue when they had to saLite those heavenly officers

!

Oh, my

!

Second Jester: Say, fellows, remember how hard it was for

Benny Himmelfarb to salute the officer before he passed him instead

of ten minutes later ?

First Jester: It never was an officer, it always was a field clerk!

Second President: Another way in which I benefited the Class

was the most excellent work I did 0:1 the "Impression," that great

literary monument which shall

—

Third Jester: Monument, did he say? There sure were enough
deadheads

!

Second President: That great literary work shall stand as a

monument so that future classes my learn how

—

The Draped Figure : Enough, enough! We are all aware of your
oratorical ability. Can any man forget the blood-curdling manner in

which you told of the preparation for an operation ! Yea, verily, it

even caused each man to swear that he would never want to be oper-

ated on. You have done very well. Pass on.

The Man Who Knows: I am the man who knows. Everything is

clear to me. I know the name of every curve in the brain, yea, even
every curve in an uriniferous tubule ! I know all the symptoms of

every poison by heart. I know all the doses of all the drugs. I know
the names of all the planes on the occlusal surface of the molars.

The Draped Figure: That's enough! The quicker you get out of

college the better ! You know entirely too much

!

The Man Who Knows He Knows Not: That's exactly what I

always say, Professor. My theory is that as long as one knows one
does not know one is always willing to take somebody else's answer
in preference to one's own.

Second Jester: "In preference to one's own"? Then he couldn't

mean himself ; lie never has his own !

Last President: I'd like to say a few words to each and all about

that 10 cents that each and everyone of you has to pay the college,

because

—

Third Jester: Because the price of gasoline went up!

The Chorus: "The old gray mare, she ain't
—

" etc.

The Man Who Exhorts: Now, fellows, can't you keep quiet? You
elected this man president, so why don't you give him your support?

The Man Who Ran: Brothers, I'd like to say a few words about

this matter. I think this is a question which should be decided by the

Student Council. Since every single fellow in this College is affected

by this it— (There is a general uprising.)

Jazz King: Wait a minute, fellows. Before you go, don't forget

the Class Dance. I have only $-t0 with which to pay a bill of $120.

Next week is the dance, so bring your best girl and give me your money.

The Man for Money: Money, money everywhere, but not a cent

to pick. Money, money everywhere, but

—

The Man Who Knows: Now, strictly speaking, I know from my
own experience, that there isn't really money everywhere. Should you

investigate I am quite positive you would find that the pockets of our

boys are actually deficient in that necessary article of exchange called

money. Hard as this is to believe, I am quite satisfied with the veracity

of ray statement.

First Jester: Stop swearing, Bill, we believe you, but the ques-

tion is, Does the College know it ?

The Draped Figure: Gentlemen, gentlemen! There is altogether

too much discussion. I am now entirely convinced that you are all

qualified to pass on and take your place in the ranks. My parting

advice is "Use your forceps and go way down to get a good grip!

As the curtain goes down to slow music "The Dancer" siezes an

imaginary partner and glides through the intricate steps of a modern

waltz !

Sara Kloomak. '21.
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
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CAP AND GOWN COMMITTEE
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DANCE COMMITTEE
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PHOTOGRAPHY COMMITTEE
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PIN COMMITTEE
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ENTERTAINMENT COMMITTEE
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GUSTAVE ADLER

De Witt Clinton H. S. Pi Delta Sigma

Dance Committee 'IS

Codos Staff

John Beerpint Adler, the Hani for short,

always wore a marvelous front hacked by

more or less grit, cheek, Chicago and fiery

ambition to outclass Pat Rooney as a big-

timer, and a peculiar craving for borrowing
instruments, particularly those of which rec-

ord has been lost. He never went to tha

basement through Cooper Auditorium, fear-

ing such an act would disrupt his easy

sailing at school. "Superstition should be

made of sterner stuff." To this picture the

tight collar and overhanging Platysmas and
there he stands growling about his being

wronged one way or the other.

HANNAH JUDITH APPEL

.Morkis H. S. S. S. D. V.

Entertainment Committee '-21

We line in our midst a rare product,
e.xotlc to the extent th it she is a Nippon
China Doll. Just ga/e upon her large hazel,
almond eyes and see if you cannot: imagine
yourself in the land of rice and sedan chairs.

Ah, but the only sedan that she will ever
ride in will be the one she will buy from
her first yen's income. .Most fraii china
dolls are empty headed, 'ibis one is the
exception. Though small, her cranial ca-
pacity quite surpasses others of greater
stature.

AARON APFEL
Commercial H. S.

C. C N. Y.

Aaron can never be classed with the in-

conspicuous. His immense physique, coupled
with an equally immense smile, has always
been with us. His smile is but an external

indication of his remarkable good nature.

During this year we missed him for quite

a while, but he was soon back with us happ\
as ever and buckling down to things with
great zest. Aaron's favorite ambition is to

clean up Wall Street. Such aspirations can
only spell success if a little care is in-

corporated.

HAROLD APPELBAUM

Boys' H S. Sigma Lambda Pi

Introducing Harry Appelbaum, otherwise
known as "Red Appel." We don't know
whether it is the effects of his red hair or

Its environment that have made him so

bright, for Harold's college days have been
marked like most of us with more or less

brilliancy. According to his senior record

Harold gives us the privilege of finding out

whether he has ever kissed or been kissed.

But who wishes to go all the way to Brook-
lyn to satisfy such a curiosity? However,
if you are interested, we refer you to

Lilian.
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RALPH APPELBAUM
Regents

Not in anyway related to the foregoing.

He lives in West New York, which suburb
has not been n>ade known to us because of

his presence here. Ralph goes plodding
thru college, rarely stopping to have a casual

chat or smoke with the boys. He is so

methodical that each day he eats at Shap's
and goes all the way to Lorber's to pick his

teeth. This is authentic information from
his own record.

SAMUEL ASCHEIM
Stityvesant H. S. Sigma Lambda Pi

Senior Picture Committee

At present Sammy is an enigma to us, but
after he graduates we expect to know him
better. Is he saving up his words of wisdom
for a special occasion? When he breaks his

sphinx-like silence, we feel sure that we shall

miss something worth while if we are not

there to hear it. But who can tell? Perhaps
we have misjudged him. We must consult

some of his more intimate friends, and if we
are wrong, we apologize.

ALBERT ASARNOW
Boys' H. S.

Four years ago there came to us a blush-
ing, shrinking violet. What a change! To-
day he frolics unabashed with everything
that becomes a man, even to the mustache.
We must admit that environment is indeed
a powerful factor, for Albert stands forth
as a shining example of th:s vital force. Not
content with four years of strenuous strug-
gle, he is now willing to continue the strife
by entering the sacred bonds of matrimony.
We marvel at this courage.

SAMUEL D. BA1LYN

Dockinson H. S.

Bailyn is a son of the Mosquito State, and
a worthy one. We have always held him in

high esteem, but we fear that his attempt to

start our own Himmie on the down grade

will result in censure. He tells us a lot of

things about Himmelfarb, but we are disin-

clined to believe these stories. Sam is an

agreeable fellow with a lot to say. His nerv-

ous agile motions, we are sure, will enable

him to worm his way to the front.
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EDMUND JACQUES BARACH
TOWHSEND HARRIS Ham,

C, C. X. Y.

Alpha Omega

A gentleman and scholar from Pennsyl-

vania. He still boasts of his dialect, tho

what there is to boast of is beyond us. How-
ever, if Pennsylvania turns out such modern
Romeos, we wish we hailed from there. His
suave manner, his modulated voice, his in-

fectious laugh, are the envy of all Parlour
Percivals. And yet he is a good student.

He plays to the wiles of literature, but
mostly to women. A secret. Eddie's talk

his been of Japan and Geisha Girls. "Poor
Butterflies."

ISADORE BELE
Regents

Bel is going to be a good dentist. We
know it. lie knows it also, 'lhat sel ''-satis-

fied smile tells th : whole story. What we
like about Bell is that hs knows he's good
and tells us s> without incurring the risk
of being marked "conceited." Never cut a
lecture; always worked on his practicals; al-
ways finished with his requirements among
the first. One of the "Guardians of the
Approximal Cavity."

MATTHEW BECK
Bushwick H. S. Omicron Alpha Tau

Mack and speed are synonymous; they say
that Alack travels so fast that he is some-
what dizzy. Yep, the boy's velocity is so
great that his momentum usually carries him
past the college; yet he does manage to pay
the college an occasional visit. His member-
ship in the Fraternal Order of Face Foliage
(referring to his mustache) saves him from
reproof whenever he sneaks into a lecture,

for his hirsute adornment conceals the main
body. The prof invariably thinks it's the
woods in Macbeth moving, and goes into an
aesthetic trance. We guess that's a part of
Mack's strategy. However, he's a lovable

sort of fellow and a good operator.

HENRY BERG
Stuyvesaxt H. S.

His sentimental disposition is wont to be
expressed by digital dexterity. The fame of

this young artist is still embryonic. We fear

lest his endeavors in dentistry may thwart

his love for art. However, society shall be

the gainer, when men of his type enter the

portals of dentistry and by their skillful

knowledge of facial expression, draw master-

pieces in restoration. We regret that Berg
was not disposed to help the Year Book Art
Department.
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HERBERT RICHARD BERGER
Boys' H. S. Omnicrom Alpha Tat

Columbia

Impression Staff

Chairman Entertainment Committee '21

Always insists he's six feet ten tall, be-

cause he has two feet underneath his nat-

ural height. Yet Herby's diminutiveness in

stature seems well counterbalanced by his

energetic propensities. He's always occu-

pied, busy and by the way engaged. Herby
swallowed the love-line, hook, sinker and all;

which however does not in any way interfere

with dis dexterity in oral surgery. In fact

his proximity to certain lonely molars seem
to have certain enchanting advantages in this

direction, known however only to Herb. He
may be short, but "you'd be surprised."

WESLEY TRILLER BOYLHART
Manual Training H. S.

Have you ever noticed the "Triller" por-

tion of this man's handle? Yes, he thinks

he's a class Caruso, but we know better. The
question, "Do you favor a Blue Sunday ac-

cording to the Lord's Day Alliance?" was
purposely inserted into the Senior Records
to tabulate Boylhart's answer. We record

that he is the only member of the class who
is in favor of the above proposition. ITe is

one of the few who are furthering their skill

at Bellevue Denial Clinic.

JOSEPH BERNSTEIN
Sigma Lambda Pi

De Witt Clinton H. S.

C. C. N. Y.

X. Y. U.

Entertainment Committee '21

Ah! Joe, your dimpled cheeks and joyful
smile have won to you the love of all. We
cannot see why dentistry should have be~n
your chosen profession. Whit! Th'nk of it.

extracting teeth from the fairer sex. How
brutal, yet how profitable! And when we
speak of girls we strike the key-note of Joe's
career. "Never kissed or been kissed." We
cannot believe Joe's senior record, for don't

you really think tint some enclnntins
nymph stole just one when poor little Joe
wasn't looking? If not, oh, whit the future

holds in store for th?e.

IRVING BRACHFELD
De Witt Clinton H. S.

This young man is one of the impossibles.

After having passed the partial dental state

boards, he was accustomed to repair to the

public library to study bones of the wrist

and similar trash. His suave manner and

soft modulated voice would hive admirably

fitted him for the clergy, but some unseen

force directed his steps into our midst.

Here he has lost much of his pericranial fur

and the good Lord waits patiently to

transplant the growth to his upper lip. as

soon as h? decided to finish his senior re-

quirements.
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EUGENE GARVIN BRANDON
Kingston Tech.

Eton Phep.

Bringing with him a serene countenance

and a cheerful disposition Brandon came to

C. O. D. S. four years ago and began his

life as a studious fresh:nan. So quiet and

unobtrusive is he, that few of us know his

fu'.l attainments. Lately he has been trying

to make an impression upon a young lady in

the freshman class. Well, we hope it turns

out all right.

SAMUEL BULKOWSTEIN
De Witt Clinton II. S.

Sam is thrice blessed with a memory that
is startling to say the least. To he able to
read several pages of materia medica and
retain in one's mind the location of every
comma and period is no simple accomplish-
ment. He requires no memoranda when he
lends instruments, hut this is no assurance
pi their return. Sam is also the "enfant ter-
rible" of the class. At times he becomes
rather excitable and as a result of these oc-
casions the Faculty taxed each of the stu-
dent body forty cents breakage fee.

HAROLD THOMAS BROWN, B.S.

Fordham Puep. Psi Omega

Fordham Univ. Wm. Caru Dental Soc.

Pin Committee '21

Where would Brownie be if it were not
for his faithful man, Friday? Never mind.
Harold, we are all with you and wish you
the best of success. Have you ever no-
ticed how manv times a day he visits the

telephone booth? The only explanation is

that he must be popular with the ladies, or

is it just one lady? There seems no limit

to the extent of this man's ambition, for he
is not satisfied to be called a bachelor of

science but craves an accumulation of de-

grees.

HARRY STUART CANDIG
Stityvesant H. S.

Candig is "Bulky" number two. Every-
thing that enters his cranial cavity comes
out in an entirely new form. As a side part-

ner to Mr. Bulkowstein, he has acquired the

habit of answering a question in one breath.

In spite of the fact that he has spent most
of his time at college, in the environment of

Boylhart, he is decidedly against a Blue
Sunday. We shouldn't wonder when his

Senior Record shows his favorite pastime to

be "women," and his favorite drink to be

"beer."



ISRAEL CANTOR
De Witt Clinton H. S.

Cantor is the senior partner of the firm of

Cantor, Cohn, and Diamond. In his Fresh-
man year, he was one of our most con-

scientious students. Even Doctor Ford
thought so. However, since the days of the

S.A.C.T., and since his affiliations with the

aforesaid firm, we have noticed that he has

hecome more sophisticated and less conscien-

tious. This may also he due to his advent
to the Senior Class. But we are sure he will

overcome his ways and make good.

AARON CASSEL
Townsend Harris Hall

C. C. N. Y.

We take great pleasure in presenting to
you the "Whispering Angel" of his row.
Many of us are truly grateful at times to
hear that shrill, small voice that reaches our
ears and only ours, when we are in doubt.
Cassel is undoubtedly one of the best stu-
dents of the class. Aaron, we think, and no
doubt he will admit it, "is unkissed," hence
the peaceful state of his mind. Success for
him is assured.

LISLE CARLETON CARTER
COMBERMEBE H. S., 15. W.I.

"Codas'- Staff

Cap and Gown Committer. '2\

I.ike the majority of us, he holds dearly
his privilege to membership in th? "Rest
Club." He looks forward to the day wbn
his silvery tongue shall hold spellbound
some huge audience. What greater ambi-
tion could one possess:- As a member of th •

Year Book Staff, he has shown great ef-
fort and class-spirit by his noble respon--
to the numerous requests of the editor. But
he doesn't brag about it and that is a point
in his favor.

JAMES D. COBBAN
C. C. X. Y.

Equilibrium—that is the condition in

which we find poor Jimmy. He stands be-

tween the lure of women and the desire to

obtain greatness. What better qualities

could one possess than being a criterion on
pretty faces and dental literature? Yet,
look at him. Can you not see that powerful
influence of his personal equation upon the

fair sex? But whatever drove him to books

is more thin we can fathom. Does his vast

acquaintance place him in doubt? Perhaps,

for "when in doubt, consult the books."
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HENRY COHEN
Fordham M. C. Omicron Alpha Tatj

C. C. N. Y.

( aptain, Relay Team, "18

Henry Clayton Cohen is the banker of th.-

class. 1 ending money without interest and

pay as van please, is his specialty. He is

fast collecting the money and also quite

speedy en his feet. Cohen was captain of

our Freshman track team. He is a good,

obliging' hoy, hiving more than once come
into the editor's office of his own accord and

offered his services. Such an attitude will

certainly do much to pull him up the hill.

DAVID MILTON COHN
Town send H ami is Hall

Cohn D. M., a bona fide member of the

Cohen trio, now comes up for description.

He is possessed of a tuft of red-brick hue
and is in the habit of addressing thase with
similar colored top-pieces with a snappy
"Hello, Red." Aside from this peculiarity,
he his a strong sense of humor but being
always vociferously inclined. His general
rendezvous is the Forty-second Street Li-
brary, wh-re he studies as is becoming a

dutiful Freshman. It seems that his advent
to the Senior class his not cured him of such
a shameful procedure as grinding.

MEYER COHEN
De Witt Clinton H. S.

Notwithstanding his young appearance,
Mr. Cohen has great ambitions. He is tired

of being mistaken for a Freshie, and desires

as soon as possible to get out into the world

as a dentist. His original aim was to be a

writer, but having discovered that most au-

thors are living on a starvation diet, he de-

cided to make a short cut to success by
studying dentistry. He has practically ar-

rived.

ALFRED D. COOK
Boys' H. S.

Al, who is not related to the famous Doc-
tor Cook, insists upon telling jokes that

were new when Hector was a pup. Aided
by that famous pair—Wolfson and Beck

—

Al is responsible for some of the stories that

made Caesar laugh. The lip adornment of

Al's denotes his professional ability and his

winning smile has brought him into the

hearts of everyone he comes in contact with.
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LOUIS F. CRASSON, M.D.

Morris High School Harvard

Long 1st.and Medical College

Dentists—ah, yes; all dentists. But pause,
for you are now looking- at the only physi-
cian in our class. Fresh from the bloody
fields of Flanders he burst into our midst,
and for the past two years has made more
friends than many of us have made in four.

Yet, Doctor, we would ask, "What is the
goal you seek in life? Why whip your poor
bent frame to keep pace with your bound-
less ambition, when within yourself there is

a fountain of knowledge, and yet you go
forth ever thirsty for more?"

ABRAHAM DAVICK
Easterx Disteict II. S.

Most of us are not as agreeably placed in

the class as Davick—right next to a bright,
smiling face of the opposite sex. And yet
the pleasure is not all his because of the
proximity of the artistic Demos. His quiet
disposition holds from us much valuable in-

formation which would lend color to this

paragraph. And, now, with this scant por-
trayal of such a deep subject, we leave him,
for his future attainments, we are sure, will

bring out these concealed qualities which he
has ever carefully hidden from us.

EDWARD P. DAHLINGER
Commercial II. S. Pai Omega

Everyone knows Eddie. To him mav be
accredited the well-earned title "Calamity
Jane." He sure is a fine fellow, marred only
by the fact he continually parades around
looking for trouble of which he his found
his full share. "All's well that ends well"
and Eddie leaves us, with a bright future
before him and past difficulties forgotten.
During past summers at the beach, he he-
quired an appraising eye for the fair sex,

and cultivated soothing words which will

add greatly to his future.

SADIE PEARL DELISKIX
Erasmus Hall H. S.

Mack Sennett has not yet visited Coney
Island or else he could not have overlooked
Sadie; for she is there, an equal to any of

his water nymphs. You see, Sadie utilizes

dentistry only as a side line. But we hope
some day, and we know that day will soon

arrive, when she will be as good and es-

teemed a lady dentist in Coney Island as she

is a swimmer. And after that, she will

cease her aquatic antics and devote more
time to bathing soft parts in normal saline

solution.
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THEOPHILUS G. DEMOS
Athens II. S., Greece

For four years we have had the distinct

privilege of observing and studying this rare

product of Athenian culture. We are sure

that he is not a descendant of Socrates, for

any offspring of that distinguished phil-

osopher could never have evolved into one

of such artistic temperament as our Demos.
His sincere and sentimental mannerisms
hive won to him our affections. We fear,

however, lest the lure of his native land may
carry hack to Greece one of our hearts

hound to lis hv those firm ligatures of love.

ARTHUR L. DONNELLY
De Witt Clinton H. S.

Howard University

Tlvs ambitious man was not content to

remain in ths isolated British West Indies
I ut migrated to this country to delve into

the mysteries of education. He came to us
from Howard University. Some day we
are certain that the fame of h's vocal at-

tainments will reach even as far as his na-
tive land. His untiring efforts have kept
from us an insight into his personality and
all we know is that he, like all of us, has
fallen in love. With whom? Odessa.

MARK R. DEUTSCH
Omicron Alpha Tau

De Witt Clinton H. S.

"Codos" Staff'

Dutch is musically inclined. In fact, this

leaning is so marked he bends over when he
l"ughs and gives most melodious vocal ren-

ditions. Some say he's not laughing but
practicing the scales. However, that may
be. Dutch, according to reliable sources,

had an easy time in the service in the re-

cent world fracas, because his feet are of

such magnitude as to have precluded the

possibility of close formation. However,
they found a use for Mark's pedestals which
were employed as a unit meter for laying

cut trenches. At any rate he is a good fel-

low and is always ready to assist his class-

mates.

LEONARD DU BRUL
Stuyvesant H. S.

This young man with the scarlet foliage

was never blessed or cursed with a fiery dis-

position of his physical temperament. His
slow, deliberate action has aroused some sus-

picion as to the possibility of Hydrogen
Dioxide having altered his hair. But why
indulge in such theories when we know that

"Red" has spent many restful hours in

Cooper Auditorium? Is it love that makes
him shut his eyes to the vulgar discussion

on alveolar abscesses and dream about some
charming face?
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JULIUS H. EDELSTEIN
Eastern District H. S. Pi Delta Sigma

Photography Committee, '21

"Codos" Staff

The whitest man of the class ! Dr. Shep-
ard's benediction. True, indeed, a man with
a sweet gall; never complicated in intrigues;
unaffected, goes about his work in plain and
simple fashion, creating no havoc. He ap-
preciates only good wit (for he never even
smiled at the writer's remarks), but he has
his outburst of laughter.

Possessed of a reliable source of common
sense to draw upon, neither hasty nor im-
pulsive. In all, an excellent chap to be-
friend if you have neglected to, heretofore.

MAURICE O. EMHOFF
Dickixsox H. S., Jersey City, N. J.

"Codos" Staff

Moe commutes from that celebrated State
of New Jersey; but, even so, he is right on
the job every morning. There is such a
thing as over-diligence, say we, as we note
that Emhoff possesses a positive chemotaxis
for the Library—even on Wednesday night.

With such ambition there is no doubt as to

the success he will make in the profession.

But we cannot promise too much for a man
who studies on Beau Night with nothing to

study for Thursday.

LOU. N. ELLENSON
Central H. S., Springfield, .Mass.

We still maintain that he is th? class Beau
Brummel. His quiet demeanor, the reserved
gentlemanly mien have marked him as a man
among men. But did you ever see him with
the women? Which reminds us of that de-
lightfully charming woman who shall some
day be his entire better. Yes, Lou's a good
student, but what else could one be with an
inspiration like she. Those lustrous eyes,

with their soulful stare from beneath sweep-
ing lashes, reproach us, hut what can we do,

Lou? The Editor drives us to this.

FRANK LEO ENGEL
De Witt Cltxtox H. S.

William Carr Dextal Soc.

Oh, Woodman, spare that tree— for Frank
spent his pre-college days swinging ths axe

in a dense forest of Connecticut. We don't

know what attracted him away trim the

pines and hemlocks to settle in such a quiet

profession as dentistry; but, after all, our

poor minds can penetrate only an unappre-

ciable distance into his dense cranium to

find the whys and wherefores. Frank de-

voted much time finding out why a cow be-

came intox'cated from eating applet and

since then h' Ins ever wished hs hid four

stomachs. Ft tu Predmore." He has

carved h's name in the rostrum of our class

as one who goes forth smiling and succeed-

ing.
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LELAND S. ENGLEBARDT
Mourns H. S. Omicron Alpha Tau

"Impression!' Staff

Picture Committed

A nice little boy gone wrong, hanging
; r mnd with those three celebrities, Lee, I.ah

pnd I ch. He may h ive gone astray but one

thing may be said: His success for the

future is absolutely assured. Anyone who
can get money (one cent to he exact) from
Dr. Ford for giving a correct recitation

* well you can imagine. I eland likes

orthodontia and intends to specialize in that

subject. He knows a lot about it and the

first th'ng he intends to do when he grad-
uates is to straighten out some of his debts.

SAMUEL M. FELDMAN
C. C.X. Y.

"Impression' Staff

'('ados" Staff

Sam is one of those fortunate individuals
who came to our institution with a thorough
knowledge of dentistry. In fact, Sam knew
so much about dental prosthesis when he
first entered, that the faculty thought first

of starting him in the Senior year. But Sam
figured there would be very little chance for
advancement in the Senior class, so he en-
tered as a Freshman. He has always been
rn able and conscientious student and is well

liked.

SOL FELDMAN
Bo/s' II. S. Omicron Alpha Tau

Executive Committee, '-21

A very quiet young chap who believes that

"SiLrce Is Golden." But talk to him seri-

ously about any subject outside of dentistry

and you will find a man who received more
thin his shire of common sense and intelli-

gence. But Sol is not ail seriousness. With-
in the list year he his learned how to fox-

trot (Chicago style), and has fallen into the

li nds of a "shikseh." Still water certainly

r' vs flow deep.

MAX BERNARD FELSEN

Rec.ex'is

Whenever we come to a cheerful case like

lis one, we are at a loss to find a proper

way to cekbratc— .vh-ther to cut it shirt or

to strirg it nut. At any rate there is one

ih'rg about him tint we like; his willingness

to d a favor. "DE gustlbus nun disoutan-

dum est" say we as we blot the scroll and

consign him to the world at large with the

hire lb it he may reap the rewards of h
:

s

labors.
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PHILIP F. FENSTERSTOCK

High School of Commerce

De Witt Clinton H. S

A mysterious t'el o\v— i mysterious narra-

tive. 'Twas ••> dark and stormy night. Th -

fog was so thick tint one could barely see

tour feet ahead. Occasionally a figure was
seen making his way cautiously down the

avenue. It was after the evening perform-
ance of the many Music Halls and Operas,

thus the cafes were tilled to capacity. Sud-
denly I stopped short. With my foot 1 felt

something was obstructing me from further

progress. I stopped to see whit it was
With my hands I was able to feel a

body .

MORRIS FIERSTEIN

Boys' H. S.

C. C. X. Y.

Class Secretary 'IS, President '19, '20

"Impression" Staff '17, Editor '18

Executive Committee '21

Mce is nie of our best known men. He is

first of all a true gentleman, and we know
of no one who shows more consideration in

his dealings with others. He is respected
and admired by every one he has met. In

going forth to take h's place in the world,

the best wishes of all attend him; and if

character is the criterion of success, we fee]

safe in saying that Mce will reach the top-

most rung of the ladder of fame.

JACK LOUIS FEUERSTEIN
Regents

If you wish a personification of physiologi-
cal hyperomia ,iust look at .lack when a

pretty girl enchants Kim with her eve^.

Confound the art of photography, why
doesn't color appear in the picture and our
photographer be of the fairer sex: th?n we
are sure that everything about Jack would
be red. But don't hesitate, for Jack has
other attainments than blushing. His years
in college Ins been marked with extarordi-
nary industry as polishing plates. Xo! no!
Jack's not a dishwasher, but a dent'st, even
though his locker is full of towels.

AARON FINKELSTEIN

YONKEKS H. S.

Though Aaron is rather short and incl ned

to corpulence, that is nothing to his discredit,

for Xapoleon was no giraffe; and Aaron has

at least this resemblance to old Bonaparte-
there is no fat above the shoulders. If

there is any fault to find with Aaron it is

that he Ins kept too much in the background

the last four years. In his senior record he

states that Ids favorite ambition is to talk

as much as M. Fierstein.
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SARAH FISCHER

Hotter College H. S. S. S. D. F.

Dana- Committee

Better known as Sylvian Fissure. Who
said, "The more chaste the less chased?"
.Judge for yourself—everywhere—why? Al-

ways out of breath from being pursued by
suitors from the A's to the Z's. Here it is

—

A charmingly well disposed young lady-
Gypsy eyes th it teach you to "roll your
own"—jet black hair that wave to you.

Most tolerant and patient to withstand
neighbors as Fischler and Fynke these many
years. Masterful at the piano and could

play anything from Beethoven's "Moonlight
Sonata"" to Kate's "Mother's Teeth Will

S i m Fit Sister."

CHARLES MILTON FORST
Fastehx District II. S. Pi Delta Sigma

"Ccdos" S'aff

Quiet, unassuming man, ever neatly garbed
and tidy, reserves much of his speech for
effemmate encounters—well proportioned

—

hardships dare not mar his features, though
he bears them out like the Spartan. A good
s?nse of humor—purposely misinterprets all

that he hears. A popular form dancer, hence
easy recognition among the dancing sex.

Excepting nature's rudimentary law of self-

preservation he is too virtuous to be afflicted

with egoism.

MAXWELL MAURICE FISCHLER
Bayonne H. S. Pi Delta Ski.m •,

Manager Basketball '17

Baseball '17

Chairman Athletic Committee '17

"Trnpression" Staff '18

Chairman Cap and Gown Committee

Business Manager "Ccdos''

Gentlemen, gaze upon our epicurean and
expert judge of sirloin, tenderloin and por-
terhouse. Expense is no object when tender-
ness is at stake. Mack is also business man-
ager of this volume, which fact, coupled with
his attention towards a certain Bayonne
school teacher, quite occupies his time. Be-
fore mak'mr his debut as a senior Mack was
wont to remain in the background, but at

last he has entered the limelight. let's hope
he'll stay there.

SAMUEL H. FRIEDL\NDER
Stuyvesvnt H. S. Pi Delta Sic.ma

Baseball '18

"Impression" Staff

Chivalrous cavalier and original fox-trot-

ter, more graceful than many of the ladies,

and yet enough man left in him to put to

shame many "so-called" men— for he lacks

the antagonism that often goes with common
friendship—genuinely good-hearted, abound-
ing in altruism, a happy sanguo-nervous
combination; sparkling eyes, full of wit, and
as a punster makes "Bill" Shakespeare

take notice. All in all, a very noble charac-

ter full of the "milk of human kindness"

("Sacharrum I actis") and a boom to ethics

in Dentistry.
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WILLIAM JAMES FOSTER

Stamford H. S. Psi Omega

Stays here! Not he! If you would l'ke

to find this youna; man lo ik next door be-

cause we find that Hill belongs to the CleV-

Dcnt Club. Bill comes all the. w»y from
Connecticut, and the people out his way
think him quite an accomplished fiddler, an 1

by the way, he has fiddled most of It's time

away in college. Ah! But his friends took

good care of him • ml he bis never been

absent from Oral Surgery even if lis seat

\va> always vacant. Well here's good luck t >

you, Bill.

SOLOMON FRIED
V.. N. Y. Peep School

Deli-

ri: r-
"

lv framed for "root cam! tech-

n-1 "safe A generally

good dispos tion; but spirits can be ruffled

up at a moment's notice. An endless amount
of endurance, wi.h a crop of hiir th it's im-
mune to falling out. 5 emorizes with ease
I ut see lis to find so.ne di-fieulty

r n coping
with fbe accent. C immen sen c fair y we'l

; re it and self-assured certainty lb it he is

at le :st as wise as Moses.

HYMAN FREEDMAN
De Witt Clinton H. S.

"Codos" Staff

Pi Delta Sic; ma

Introduction? Most folks know him.
Those wb > d; n't why let me sh;>w him to you
in this puny poem: Gifted man of many
parts, music, literary arts, humour—many
things I'd mention; but I'd weary your at-

tention. Physically he is fine; figure form,
mustache—sublime. Eyes—but this is not

a lay of beauty, seeking deeper is my duty;
secrets of the heart and mind, so— I look,

and lo! I find lnyal friendship, honor, truth

(What a self-respecting youth). Sym-
pathetc nature kind (Not a nasty thing I

find). More good ih'ngs I see but then tell

me must I go on rhymin'. Here's h T

s por-

trait by the pen portrait true of—Ffeed-
sikii, Hvman.

LEO J. FRIEDBERG
N. Y. Prep School

Gaze upon the high forehead ! What com-
plex mental processes are taking place be-

hind that broad expanse? Perhaps I.eon is

evolving a new theory which he is generously

going to give to his eager (?) classmate.

He has already favored us with a special

extraction technique.

I.eon happens to be one of those excep-

tional individuals who manage to be happy

though married. A good student and a con-

scientious worker, the sky is the limit once

be starts. Here's luck to you, I.eon!
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JACOB FRIEDMAN
Erasmus Hall

A promising young man wh:> we hope
keeps his promises. Distinguished from his

namesake, Freedman, H. hy an effeminate

voice, blond hair and one "i" instead of two
"e's." He is preparing for the rigor of out-

of-school life with a hobby for questioning

the veraeity of other people's remarks,

though we don't doubt his word for a mo-
ment. His physical powers are treach?rous

for he seems as meek as a lamb.

MORRIS FYNKE
Stuyvesaxt H. S. Pi Delta Sigma

Baseball '18

Basketball '18

Old war time veteran from S. A. C. T.
Like most abrasives, he is very gritty, hav-
ing gotten most of it from the battle of pulp
stones. A highly impulsive fatalist, regard-
less of consequence, the best self-acknowl-
edged operator on the floor. A great knack
for appearing to be busy and merging from
a drowsy mood to one of quick action.
Sharply beveled at wit and steeped in

musing over his flame while pretending to be
studying. A rather conscientious fellow at
that, who like Bunty pulls the strings of his

society.

HENRY DEWEY FURGATCH
Commercial H. S. Omiceon Alpha Tau

Baseball '18

'i he only time you don't find a cigar be-

tween "Hanks" lips is when he is working in

the infirmary, and that is only because there

is a rule prohibiting it. In the path of his

illustrious brother, one might oft-times find

Hank as the basso of a quartet singing

"Sweet Iodine" to the admirers of good
music in the lounge room. As to profes-

sional success, Hank d-iesn't need to worry
for he has the required mustache and has

mastered the art of handling patients.

SOLOMON MORTON GERBER
Stuyvesaxt H. S. Sigma Epsilox Delta

Mortie has evidently heard the little epi-

gram, "Be good sweet maid and let who
w.ll, be cle\er." At any rate he tries his

best to live up to it. He has always swum
close to the shore for he figured there was
just as much fun and far less danger than

out in the deep waters. Still Mortie his

reached his goal just the same and has made
hosts of good friends en route. May you
always go on your placid way—Selah

!
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MORRIS D. GOLD
Db Witt Clinton H. S. Pi Delta Sigma

Bvsketball '18

Dance Committee '18, '19, '21

"Champion Pennyweight," corpulent baby
gives till it hurts; dances only to slow music
for it requires less exertion; dissipates fear-

fully until 9 p. ni. sharp, and then drains

the samovar of its tea-with-lemon and is off

for a gentle sleep ready for a morrow of ex-

citement. He is the inventor of the Dutch
treat with the ladies. Everlastingly trying

to reduce weight by watching others until it

was suggested to him to try reducing agents

in the Chem. I ab. Otherwise, he is a good
natured soul who only loses his temper by
annealing.

LOUIS GOLDMAN
Pe Witt Clinton H. S.

Pause, stop and read. This is not an ad-
vertisement of a comedian but Goldman the

] hilosophical member of our class and a dis-

tinguished feature of the fatuous order,
"Ossa Sepiae." Why Einstein is but the
shadow of I ou's in mathematics, for wasn't
it he who computed by calculus the amount
of deposit on a weasel's tooth and the cost
of that gutta percha which extended beyond
th • apex? Why does he insist on working
when his inferiors, Charles Chaplin and the
rest, ride around in Pierce-Arrows ? Ah!
Louis, how many hearts have been pierced
by the arrow of your wit?

BENJAMIN H. GOLDBLATT
M on ii is II. S.

Ben has been anothar of the inevitables
who float a'ong on th? tide, as unconcerned
with the affairs of this life as a kitten with
unopened eyes might be. He may be a
Pinkerton detective, or a German spy, or a
dent:d student—who knows? Perhaps his
reticence his prevented us from knowing
him as well as we might have, but even if

our associations with him have not been of
th- closest, we are all glad that he has been
with us.

GEORGE J. GOLDSMITH
Cmichon Alpha Tac

Towxsexd Harris Hail

C. C. X. Y.

Baseball 'is

Basketball '18

Dance Committee '18, '10

One of the chief reasons why girls leave

h.nne! Georgie >hikes a mean pair of dogs

and has danced his way into the hearts of

many. He claims that J. if for Jonathan,

but we know that it stands for Jazz. It is

said that he is contemplating a series of

matinee dances in his future office with Ted
lewis and Harry Roberts furnishing the

necessary stimulus. Withal a good fellow,

he goes out to buck the "crool woild" with a

winning smile, a quick wit and with—oh

yes—his chosen profession.
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WILLIAM A. GOLDSTEIN
Hoys' H. S.

Mark Twain's protege. He has a "wise

crack" for everything. The poor lad

suffered a hemorrhage when he was young
and now sports a brown derby. He first

li id the pleasure of meeting his parents
about twenty-one years ago, and has been
borrowing money from them ever since. A
criterion on all current comedies and
Russia. Exceptionally fond of good books
and somehow or other does considerable
rr'd'ng. He will make a successful dentist

i!' Mack Sennctt doesn't get him first.

SAMUEL HENRY GORELICK
Eastern District H. S.

One of our "honourable" honor men! A
good student and a hard worker, Sam is

conscientious with a capital "C." He eo~nes
early and stays late. No one has seen him
near the building on Sunday, but that is not
his fault. Still as Shakespeare said "Pie
who laughs last, laughs be^t." Sam goes out
to practice his profession with a very th tr-

ough knowledge and a good training born of
his own earnest efforts. Hitch your cart to
a stir, Sam, and blaze the way!

LEO GORDON
Stcyvesaxt H. S.

Columbia

Basketball 'IS, '19

Dan-e Committee '21; Chairman '18

Treasurer (J. O.

Personality is a gift of gods! But per-
sonality coupled with a good old twenty-
four carat ability is indeed a rare combina-
tion in one individual. I eo is the fortunate
possessor of both in a goodly measure.
During his four years with us he has always
been a devoted and earnest worker in the

nterest of his class rind has won far himself
hosts of friends and admirers. Unless we
sadly miss our guess we'll find his name in

"W ho's Who" not so many years from now.

MARGARET GORTIKOV
Eastern District H. S.

( c.p and Gcvon Committee

What a change Father Time has wrought
from the "Margaret of then" to the "Mar-
garet of today." She came surreptitiously

among us a mere child and now sh? «goes

forth into the great world, a full-fledged

professional woman. To be a possessor of

a brain such as Margie's is quite an h mor,
for its rapid absorption and retention of

facts makes her an efficient student. She is

a member of the Brooklyn trio and but

awaits her graduation so that her talent may
blossom into fame.
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ADOLPH GREENBERG
Stuyvbsaxt II. S. Pi Delta Sigma

A virtuous young' man with one great

weakness for singing. He bursts into a tune

most unexpectedly—of course at Irs own
risk. There is no sophistry about him; he

talks straight from the shoulder and is sin-

cere. A neat worker, tidy in dress, sadly

disappointed to learn that he is excluded
from the sanguine temperament owing to

his blond hair. Otherwise pinched rosy

cheeks and "a skin you love to touch"'

—

Lifebuoy Soap.

NATHAN HABER
J-'tcvvesaxt II. S.

To Editor "Codos":
Dear Sir: I am about to graduate from

C. D. O. S. and I would like to have a good
write-up in the year book. I believe that I

hive den? much to my credit while at the
college which ought to be proud to graduate
a mill as capable as I. During my college
course I hive been so busy heloing others
with my superior knowledge th it I have
been unable to devote my attention to ath-
letics and other school activities. Hoping
that you will please me in this instance, I

am, Sincerely,

Hamer.

SIDNEY GREENBERG
Morris H. S.

Alphabetical lists make strange bed-fel-
lows. How else can we explain the position
of "Sunny," so christened by his friends, as
center of that quintet with Hahn and Gore-
lick as endmen, and from the center there
springs so much that is humorous that Jerry
and Sam can't forget their osteology and
even at that Sid knows considerable "about
the bones. But simply by position you can't
freeze the smiling, ch erful countenance of a
Greenberg into an Iceberg, even if Sam and
Jerry do sit close bv. We don't blame vou,
Sid.

JEROME EDW. HAHN
Hkcexts

Executive Committee '21

Behold good eld Jerry, unofficial dean of

the college. A coming youngster who if h?

can only curb his boisterous spirits is bound
to revolutionize dentistry. A simple state-

ment never suffices. Jerry must know WHY!
He is a confirmed bachelor simply because he

lias not yet met the only girl. Once he does,

however, we fear it will take more than six

layers of shellac to separate him from his

model. A gentleman and a scholar, Jerry is

a credit to^ srood old C. D. O. S.
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JAMES LEO HANLEY
Regents Psi Omega

War. Carr Dentai g oc.

Treasurer '18, 19

Baseball '19

Executive Committee '21

Kmwledge is not contagious or else we
should find Jimmie on the Honor Roll. Pos :

-

tion in life is everything but in ths class it

Ins been of little avail to Jim excepting on

the infirmary floor where Halm's complete

equipment becomes very useful at times.

Even if most of the el iss did pay thsir as-

sessments in nickels and pennies the aggre-

gate weight was n:t suT.c'ent to round
Jimmie's shoulders, but why dwell on this;

let's give everyone his just dues and we are

sure success will follow him throughout Life.

CLARENCE F. HASSELBERGER
Hobokex H. S. Psi Omega

A year ago, Clarence spent the summer at

the beach and came back to us with such a

coat of tan tint no one could recognize him.
He has a great faculty for keeping to him-
self and when finally he does decide to in-

dulge in conversation, he still manages to

remain shrouded in mystery. Clarence pos-
sesses an excellent taste for the ladies and
loves to indulge in tripping the fantastic toe
with its modern interpretation.

JOSEPH HARTSTEIN
De Witt Clinton H. S.

A deep and earnest student of Dentistry
is Joe Hartste'n. Gaze upon his physiog-
nomy, gentlemen, and espy for yourselves
the serious concern with which he has faced
the photographer. Joe is a bona fide mem-
ber of the Sphinx Club and can well lay
claim to the honor of being one of the select
few who have not conversed with more than
ten of their classmates during the last four
years. We are certain that he will ever ex-
hibit that deej) shadow of reserve which has
marked his career with us. May the future
smile upon you, Joe.

SAMPSON SEYMOUR HECHT
De Witt Clinton H. S.

Athletic Committee '18

G. O. Delegate '19; President '20

Executive Committee '18, '21

Xow read aloud, for never can you sepa-
rate noise from Hecht. Ah, yes, if noise

were music, Sam would hue the horse-

power of a Sousa's Band. \\ hat prepetuous
ocean swells did you seek to overcome in

developing such a voice? Look at him! For
once you see him silent, yet he speaks with

those large dreamy eyes. He will go for-

ward into the world to take his place among
the stars in that celestial firmament which
blaze a pathway to fame and glory.
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LEO HEIDENREICH
Pi: Witt I'i.inton H. S.

Tin' would-be "Beau Brummel," or Wal-
lace Reid's chief competitor. I eo, also

known as Lab, I.eb, and Larry, and various
other cognomens, is the originator of tbe
famous saying, "Nicked again" and "Lemme
five." Aided by I ee Englebardt, Leo has
composed tbe words and music of several
unpopular sings. In close approximation
to several anatomists, he his acquired an
uncanny knowledge of the "bones" and the
various muscles of tb - bod", which he in-

terprets into ere of the r?w dances. Why
don't you buy a new overcoat, I eo?

BENJAMIN HIMME.LFARB
Dickinson H. S., Jersey City

"Full many a flower is born to blush un-
seen and waste its sweetness upon tbe desert
air." He rushed upon us as a freshman and
before we had time to consider he had
adopted as bis motto: "Here to Stay." And
it came to pass flirt h? rose from obscurity
to the most popular man of the class, as is

sh >wn by the consensus of tb? senior rec-
ords. And such modesty! When informed
of the class' choice be deliberately doubted
our word, but finally consented to accept the
honor.

IRVING HEPNER
Morbis H. S.

C. C. X. Y.

In spite of the fact that Irving thinks
teeth can be attached to plates by bolts, h»
will get the same diploma as Jerry. Irving
is one of the mainstays of th? H's, having
acquired bis knowledge by studying in th •

Freshman year. He is a quiet, retiring chap,
but the saying "Still water runs deep," fits

in perfect 1

}.

HARRY HIRSHMAX
Boys' H. S. Alpha Omega

Chairman Pin Committee

Assistant Bn.sine.is Manager "Codos"

Treasurer of "Codos"

Tall, quiet, reserved, hard working, seri-

ous. Whit else there is we do not know.
So much so reserved that we are uniware
of any fair one who awaits, with beating

heart and flushed face, tbe coveted sheep-

skin. ,\s a dentist he is a good business

man, having all th? requisites. Carry on th?

good work, Harry, Old Topper, "even unto

{he wilds" of Borough Park. Selling plate-

wholesale will net greater returns, Harry.
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JULIUS ARTHUR HORN
Morris H. S. Omicrox Alpha Tau

Basketball '19

"Impression" Staff

Pin Committee

1 he anterior or ventral horn of the two
horns and the spokesman of the firm of

I lorn and Horn. Julius' acquaintances are

broad and varied, among whom are Benny
I eonard, "Ellie" Hammerstein, "Monk"
Eastman and I eo Heidenreich. He is a

conscientious student and is very popular
with those of the weaker (?) sex. We have
no douht as to the success of the Horn
brothers in the professional world, consid-

ering Julius' personality and Cy's good
looks.

RAY HUTTERER
Regents

Differing from the rest of us, with her
ouiek, grasping intelligence, Ray Hutterer
shows ns a good example of many obstacles
overcome and a goal reached. Ray can
carry off any prize in the general art of
debating. We know! Many a time we were
almost late for lectures because we were
being convinced (?). But one of Ray's
great troubles lies in the fact tint lockers
have keys to he lost and students have notes
to be mislaid and instruments to he bor-
rowed.

SAMUEL CYRUS HORN
Omicrox Alpha TabCommercial H. S.

Basketball 'IS

"Impression'' Staff

Dance Committee '19

The posterior or dorsal of the two Horns
end one of the reasons why girls leave home.
Cy, as he is commonly known, has turned
down several offers to pose for Arrow Coi-
lars. Cy is a good student and has been
one of the chosen few several times. He is

not particular as to the brand of cigarettes
he smokes, and is always willing to try one
of yours. He is a great admirer of the

game played with fifteen balls and is the

originator of the movement to move the

pool-room nearer the college.

ELMER JANNACE, Ph.G.

Commercial H. S. Psi Omega

Brooklyn College of Pharmacy

Elmer is a pharmacist as well as a dentist,

and who has not heard him boast of tint

autographed prescription he filled for the

great Caruso? He carries it in his v<-st

pocket, as a kind of a charm to keep the

"zips" away. Jannace is a quiet, gentle,

lafssezfaire sort of chap with just that

brand of mystery about him that makes us

fear that some day he will confess that

many "amors" that we know nothing

about.
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CHARLES E. JONES

Fort Washington H. S.

Jones, handsome and congenial, is known

to ib all as the man who made 100 per cent

in materia medica, when but a soph. He is

possessed of a disposition that makes asso-

eiation with him a pleasure and as a result

he has made a host of friends in his four

years' stay at C. D. O. S. He has n^ver

'fiied to 'show a proper regard for others.

End this feeliig his justly increased his

popularity. And now he goes forth to

tackle dentistry in a secluded nook on Long

Island. We hope the future will be good to

him.

LOUIS KAPLAN
liLOEXTS

Except for one incident this gentleman

would hive incurred the danger of leaving

our happy midst with about as much noise

as a bacterium. From unknown depths he

sprang into unusual prominence by pro-

nouncing these three famous words "It's a

wane." Louis, however, is a quiet, steady

worker and invariably accomplishes his tasks

in a satisfactory manner. They say that it

is less painful to learn in youth than in age,

but I ouis will agree with us that it is a

painful process at any time.

HARRY KAMINSKY
I)i: Witt Clinton II. S.

Baseball ']()

One of the fairest of the fair sex confided
in a whisper that Harry is some dancer.
We must confess that it struck us as some-
thing new. We have all seen him excel with
the "bat" and "basket" and even the chisel;

but now behold he is master of the Terpsictn-
rean art. Can a man be better equipped

?

The only difficult part about it is choosing
one of these many arts to which to devote
his best efforts. However, we are sure that
in wh itever he attempts he will he success-
ful. Amen !

MAX KAPLAN
Bayoxxe H. S.

Baseball, 'IS, "19

Basketball '19

Senior Dance Committee

Unless we sadly miss our guess, Monty is

going to make a big impression when he be-

gins to practice his chosen profession in one

of the Jersey towns. He belongs to that

lucky class of individuals who clearly see

their goal ahead of them and set out with

a will to prepare themselves as thoroughly

and adequately as possible. Monty always

impressed us as knowing just what he was

talking about and this is a gift which, un-

fortunately, we do not all possess.
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NATHAN RALPH KIRSCH

Pi Delta Sigma

High School of Commerce

And now, dear reader, list to the ravings

of the Muse—the fellow with the original

Marcel Wave. How he acquired it and of

what stuff 'tis made of, he knows not. Some
follicular outgrowth! He is also a good

musical manager and works for "Kitty."

Professional music copy getting is his spe-

cialty. In summing up it takes a good

dentist to make a good impression.

ALEX KLEIN

Bayonxe II. S. Pi Delta Sigma

Alex is another of those life subscribers
to the Central Railroad of Xew Jersey, and
every morning and evening he shows his

little paste-board to one of their conduc-
tors to prove it. His greatest hobby is

commuting. You always want to watch
out for these smart guys, especially when
they come from Bayonne. Taking that
soothing trip every morning leads to a great
amount of thought. That's why Alex gets
along so well in his studies.

BENJAMIN KITTREDGE
Eastern District H. S. Pi Delta Sig.ma

En Vr 'a in m en 1 C 'o in »i it tec

We are fortunate that a change in name
does not imply a change in character; we
like Kittredge the way h? is. The charms
of his Jazz music dissipate gloom into a fox

trot. Moreover, as a composer he is eminent
;md has the good fortune of being one of

the four hundred who has professional

'usic at his disposal. If the theory be so

lint a composer puts his soul into his music,

we hive but to analyze his "Dreamy India"

to creei) int) th^ recesses of his inner self.

VERA GORDON KLIATSHCO

Washington Irving H. S.

Hunter College

Dance Committee, '21

"Impression" Stuff '18.

Quiet and polished, she is the acme of

refinement and poise. She has a fascina-

tion which is distinctly unique and she ex-

ercises it fully wherever she is present. Just

as a brook says, so she believes
—"Men may

come and men may go but I go on forever."

The proximity of "forever" is bound to

bring about a' complete metamorphosis. No
more shall victims be brought to the Altar

of Mammon as sacrifice. She shall th?n re-

main true and loyal to one.

According to Vera's idea, the finer art in

dentistry belongs to the girls, therefore she

allows the boys to do her laboratory work.
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SARA KLOOMAK
Hunter College H. S.

Morris H. S.

Class President 'IS

.' Hi rary Editor "Codos"

^
If .sportsmanship were only a snowflake

Sara would he a blizzard all by herself. In
the lives of most of tha hoys she h is served
as a strong supporting rock even as the
Rock of G braltar, unassailed, but friendly
and confiding.

Needless to say what our opinions are of
a person who thinks tint prompting her is
a joke, and treats it as such. Pray, tell us,
whether your answers are all prepared in
writing on the ceiling. Sara's entire junior
year was spent in quieting spoilt children,
and as a future children's" dentist we hope'
th it you will hive mastered the an.

JOSEPH L. KOHN
Alpha OmegaRegents

Executive Committee '17, 'IS

Class President '21

•'Codos" Staff

Hail, ye, the exalted, Our Ch >sen
Chef. His cheery smite, his helping lnnd,
h s very unassuming nature hive' made him
one of the most loved of his classmates. Tin
responsibility of studentship is of major
importance to him and perlnps some day
we'll find him the leading light of a dentil
society. Speaking of li: hts, th? play of the
mcandescents on tin bald snot his distract-
ed my thoughts during many a recitation,
fearing that some venturesome fly would
skid ami break a leg. We hive no fear
your future, Joe.

for

HARRY AARON KOCHMAN
De Witt Clinton H. S.

He'd be our Falstaff, were he not of such
serious mien. Appearances would mislead
one in his case, but not very much. Round
features, fat, fair and jovial lead us to be-
lieve that life with him is a chase after fun,
but beneath such an exterior lies the un-
expected thoughtfulness of one who has dis-
covered the sobriety of life. Kochie, old
dear, is going to have a musical honeymoon—his lady fair has oodles and oodles of
pianos, "vies," etc.

HARRY KOTZENBERG
Stuyvesant H. S.

We have been tempted within the last few
weeks to become a pussy-foot detective and
steal quietly out of college to follow Kotzen-
berg and solve the mystery. Who? What?
When? Where? Can anyone answer these

questions concerning Harry? There is only

one distinguishing feature, however, which

we have constantly observed. Have you

ever seen Harry get up to recite without

first putting his hat on his seat and clutch-

ing his coat in his arms. We have won-

dered is he afraid that somebody will take

his seat and does he hold on to his coat

for comfort. That's what we wanted to

follow him for— to find out.
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ISIDORE KRIM

Dt: Witt Clinton H. S. Sigma I ambda Pi

"Say, fellows, whit's th.3 ninth?" We
don't know. Ask Krimmy; he knows. And
Krimmy always does. In fact we have never

known Krim' not to know everything he

was supposed to know. Perhaps in Irs

youth, before he became a Senior who al-

ways knows everything, h? may occasionaHy

hue been obliged to admit that certain in-

tricacies of the human skeletal development

were beyond h's comprehension; but know-
ing what we do know does not make him

more one of us, especially when added to

this he presents a quite unassuming per-

sonality, earnest in his studies and his

work.

MAX L. KURTZ
Boys' H. S. Sigma Epsii.ox Delta

Track Team '18, '19, '20, '21

Picture Committee

"Codos" Staff

To begin with he is superbly divine. His
countenance is continually lighted up with
a wide smile; and his hair ever shines quite
independently of such substances as pumice
and whiting. Mack has made quite a stir

in school athletics, being on the hop and
jump all the time. He is of a high fusing
character and forms stable compounds with
many elements foremost, of which is the
long green. He is popular with the boys
and girls. Mack never worries and gets
there by chance or games of chance.

EDWIN C. KRONMANN
Sttyvesant H. S. Psi Omega

Wm. C'aku Dental Soc.

Track Manager "20

Art Editor "Codos"

One minute, readers, we will give you an
introduction to the famous Edwin C. Kron-
mann, for he refuses to sneak unless proper-
lv introduced. The fact that he approaches
the height of six feet seems to us not suffi-

cient reason for him to stand aloft, but why
knock a man when h? cannot regurgitate?
"Eddie''' has proved exceedingly useful as

well as ornamental by his gifted talent in

free hand sketching, and to him we owe a

large amount of appreciation for the

aesthetic success of th's volume. May h? go
through life drawing close t> him as many
friendships as he has made in college.

GUSTAVE JOSEPH LANDAU
Pi Delta Sigma

De Witt C:irTox II. S.

"Impression" Staff

Class Treasurer '10, '21

Pin Committee

y hrewl boy wj'h a fvuliy for ins'nuat-

ing himself into the hearts of men. Socially

correct. Morally, th inks to Irs firm beliefs,

ho is good-by-coercion with paroxysmal at-

tacks of the naughty. Physically he h>s

meek looking but fierce telling biceps. Fi-

nancially a wonder—can flash fifty on Fri-

day and hive just enough left on Saturday
with which to walk to school. Xiftick

dresser, liberal education in the line arts and
makes the hair stand up (of tli >se who have

it) with his diaminotrioxydodecoic dialect.
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RAYMOND WILLARD LASSLETT

I incolk H. S., Jersey City Psi Omega

Wm. Cask Dental Soc.

St nior Pin Committee

I asslett) that tall and handsome musician

from Jersey. Whit does the future hold in

store for you? V\ h ' not laugh and make
merry, for after all it is happiness which is

the sap of life? We wonder if you ever

posed for sculptor to carve you out in heart-

less st me, for seldom do we find the spark
of genius cloaked in such dignified and stern

attire. But lrom beh'nd th it cold and mel-

i n holy face there come tli5 thoughts and
deeds which marks h'.m as a man of h'ghest

type.

BESSIE LEMPERT
Manual Training H. S.

One can never tell! Who would hive
thought our demure Bessie could dart an
arrow into the wooly wilds of the West?
My, but he's a lucky fellow. She is so con-
scientious that she lay awake three nights
worrying because she forgot to oil an im-
pression tray—in a written examination.
But rest assured that she will never forget
to oil h >r pie trays and by th t time she will

be adapted to grinding—coffee. Bessie has
an artistic temperament. She is fond of art

in all its phases, especially music. Her fa-

vorite song is "Oh What a Pal Is Sadie."

EMANUEL LEDER
De Witt Clinton H. S.

He's here, yet he's not here. That is how
he has affected many of us. I eder is quite
sociable: He smokes the other fellows'
cigarettes, not that he cannot afford his own,
but as he says, "just to be sociable." As
a dentist he'd make a good astronomer,
judging by the number of observations he
makes thru the bottom of a soda glass.

Otherwise, we find him to be a good student
and worker. Thus we pass judgment.

MORRIS LEVINE

De Witt Clinton H. S.

Here is a man who it is evident fully ap-

preciates the extent of dentistry. Not satis-

fied with pursuit of a college curriculum, he

has spent his spare time administering con-

ductive anaesthesia in one of our city hos-

pitals. Tt is indeed rare to see him around

the college except during lectures. His apt

remarks during lectures have been severely

censored by Hahn and lauded by the class.

He's on his way to the hospital now. so

we'll trouble him no more.
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ISIDORE GABRIEL LICHTMAN

Boys' H. S.

Baseball '19

For a New Yorker he has a remarkably
intelligent face. During his spare time he

imitates Salvation Nell by giving motherly

advice from his well balanced intellect, to

anyone who will stand for it. Gabriel is a

silent member of the renowned "Ossa

Sepial," and tries to mimic Goldman in the

art of Melodramatic Philosophy. His latent

vocal talent frequently crops out in unex-

pected places, but he usually succeeds, with

the aid of a little outside influence, in re-

gaining his composure.

MICHAEL LENLEY
Regents

chairman Picture Committee '21

Little need be said about Mike in regards

to prosthetic dentistry, and little can be said

about him in operative. He advocates the

radical extraction of teeth and their replace-

ment by mechanical substitutes. With all

his ability Mike never refuses to help those

of us who are less skilled. Mike, as chair-

n: in of the photography committee, has won
much credit in the successful management
of the class pictures. The fact that many
of us were dissatisfied with our pictures

should not reflect on Mike, as we are not

all Eugene O'Briens.

DAVID F. LIEBNER

De Witt Ci.ixtox H. S.

C. C. N. Y.

Entertainment Committee '21

One minute, please, for you have just

looked upon the face of Liebner, better

known as Kitty. He has blazed a trail

which few of us could follow, but after all,

it's results that count. Dave goes forth

with a wife and a degree. In his early days

at college Trouble and Liebner were synon-

ymous, but a change came into his life and

for the past year he has rested back on the

glories won. ' What ! Kitty, are there no

more worlds to conquer?

SAMUEL LILIENFELD

Stuyvesaxt H. S. Alpha Omega

TOYVNSESTD HARRIS HALL

Entertainment Committee

"Lilly" drinks deep from the fountain of

knowledge (?) with Lilly Cups. He is an-

other of the splendid type produced by

Townsend Harris Hall. We have always

liked him and can bear witness to the fact

that he came to the College strictly for

business. He is a fellow of quiet demeanor

and a friend to everybody. That he is a

good student has been amply demonstrated

by his good work in class. We know that

success will be yours.
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ABRAHAM LIVERGAND
Regents

We have yet to find a quizz master who
can catch Abraham napping. Always ready
with an answer regardless of how involved
the question might have been, he has risen

to his feet, delivered a clear analytical

statement of the subject, and has taken his

seat with a smile that denotes a "10." He
possesses a keen intellect and our associa-
tions with him warrants the prediction that
he will be one of the Empire State's leading
practitioners. Go to it, Livergand, we're for

you.

LOUIS MALAMUD
Boys' H. S. Pi Delta Sigma

Abdominally well disposed, significant of
the fact that he is addicted to securing the
pleasure of the present day—like the Epi-
cure. He is gifted with a genuinely fine wit,
and feminine vocal cords which on vibration
mock the mocking bird, in the name of
Zelda. An indispensible personage on hikes,

with an endless source of entertainment

—

also the amateur picture king, but exposes
himself to jabs and jibes when his proofs
prove failures.

SOL. J. LOCKER
De Witt Clinton H. S.

Allow me, folks, to introduce to you our
mountaineer friend, Sol. He comes from
Sullivan County, from the village of Moun-
taindale, where his hick townsmen look upon
him as a future specialist in thj brutal prac-
tice of Dentistry. Sol, or Sollie, as he likes
to be called, can be well proud of it, for Ir-

is that and a darn sight more, according
to our esteemed professor, Dr. Ford. Yet
notwithstanding ail this Sol is a good pal
and his rough humor and ways are liked by
his close friends.

ARTHUR JAMES McMAHON
Regents Wm. Carr Dental Society

William Carr Dentai Society

Cap arid Gcwn Committee

Mac-ma-hon! Do we mean McMabon?
Yes, for so he was christened in the pa-

thology lab. Mac is one of our serious and

more studious members and takes great de-

light in "shining" as a prosthetic worker.

He has long lost tract of the number of

bridges he his completed and during the

last part of the senior year has given vent

to his enthusiasm bv working as an intern:

in Bellevue Dental Clinic. But with all his

stamina, Mac has fallen in love with a cer-

tain fair maiden in Brooklyn.
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JULIUS MENDELSOHN
Morris II. S.

Fordham

Alpha Omega

Look and behold! He's as handsome as

his photo. He has striven with well-merited
success to part his hair in the middle, tho'

at times he appeared top-heavy, due to some
hairs transgressing forbidden territory.

.Marvel of marvels—Julie studies a Little, but
when he does, it is startling— he knows it.

Julie has a great heart, the generous ex-
panse of bosom due to low-cut vests testi-

fies to that. An artist in the musical field,

'tis but natural that instinct will influence
him to produce aesthetic results.

SAMUEL JARVLS MORRISON
De Witt Clinton H. S. Alpha Omega
Long Island College

Dance Committee, '21

Society Editor "Codos"

Undoubtedly our handsomest man. Say

—

he's coupled with the fairest of the fair.
The cynosure of all eyes, more so under the
soft lights of the theatre and in the Mc-
Alpin dining room has caused many a spoon
to enter a neighborly ear. Who said—"Oh,
what beauty is wasted on this earth?"
Sammy is industrious—between school and
"she," he is kept busy. Please notice the
Jarvis! An additional attraction, assur-
ing him of a brilliant future. Kismet.

FREDERICK HENRY MILLER

Towxsend Harris Hall

C. C. N. Y.

We wonder if it's a case with Fred of

"still water runs deep." After four years

we know very little more about him than

we did in the beginning. A man of few
words, who reserves even his smiles for the

ladies, and they love them the more because

they are so rare. Miller has the even dis-

position which enables him to meet the chief

problems of the dentist with calmness—and
we know he will have no trouble with the

"chiefest" of all—the woman patients.

HENRY MORSE
Eastern District H. S. Alpha Omega

Pin Committee

Must there be repetition saying that he

is so very quiet, concentrated, and hard-

working? No, it's obvious. Aided by a

droll manner of expression, a sharp wit and
delightful sense of humor, and above all his

cute mustache, he has won the love of us

all. Not with the highest, his general knowl-

edge of the subjects equals any and ex-

cels many, Henry, take care, being left-

handed, that you don't put the ring on the

wrong hand. Don't put it on the right hand
either or vour name will be Hen Re-Morse.
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JOHN FRANCIS MURRAY Jr., A.B.

Fordham Prep. Fsi Omega

Fordham University

William Card Dental Society

Captain, Track Tram, '19, '20, '21

Dance Committee, 'IS

O. O. Delegate, '20

Chairman, Executive Committee, '21

Athletic Editor, "Codas"

The gun has cracked and Jack is on his

way, not in a race upon a track with a medal
as a prize, hut the race for success. Th's

tall and handsome figure his been an in-

spiration for us all. Degrees mean nothing

to him and if you don't believe us see the

Fordham Maroon. Jack, some of the hoys
seem to think you should have been a law-
yer, but then it takes a little of what a

lawyer needs—to be a good dentist, and the

boys think you have it. But, Jack, "par-
don our pen," if we have hit too hard, as

it's summertime and we don't wear gloves.

PHILIP P. NOVER
De Witt Clixton H. S.

C. C. N. Y.

Far more appropriate would it be for us
to insert a radiograph instead of the graph
you note, for Nover has ever shown a great
fondness for this particular phase of den-
tistry, and with it seek out the answer to a

number of perplexing problems, which li is

ever challenged our attention. Not that
we do not appreciate the value of this photo
as a part of this volume, but we would like

to know whether it is by virtue of the pow-
ers of the X-ray that he so easily penetrates
the hearts of certain young ladies in tliL'

college.

JOSEPH NEMSER
Eastern District H. S.

A calm, deliberate, easy-going gentleman
is now before us. Much wisdom often goes
with fewest words and thus has Joe always
expressed his thoughts with a scarcity of
words that almost makes him eligible for the
Sphinx Club. Few things have ever been
known to make even the slightest ripple
upon Nemser's visage but when he dath
smile, it is pleasant to behold. We can even
now see in the depths of the crystal tint
his smile will win for him an extensive prac-
tice among the fair ones.

NATHAN NUNEZ
Regents

Sage, solemn, stern and wise. Expound-
ing his own peculiar philosophy by day and
pounding his own peculiar jazz by night.

Always sincere, tho oft sarcastic, having the

happy facility of combining the ancient wis-

dom of the Indies with the cosmopolitan

manners of the metropolis. Immune to the

wiles of woman, but easily susceptible to

anything pertaining to instruction in his

future life's work—Dentistrv.
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HAROLD A. OSSERMAN
Stuyvesant II. S. Alpha Omega

Executive Committee, 'SI-

A big subject to write about—and heavy,

too. Such, as he, performs things in their

calm, deliberate, phlegmatic way, attain-

ing their goal—knowledge of dentristry and
the degree. However, as far as the pen-
dulum swings, so much must it return, and
wild tales are told concerning him during
h!s visit to Philadelphia. They would be
printed here, only the Humor Editor might
appropriate them. Yes, he's a big subject;

so much so, that his feet, as feet unnat-
urally would, roamed far beyond the bed
posts into oblivion in Phillv.

LENA PASTERNACK
Passaic H. S. S. S. D. F.

And to think that Passaic is only a suburb
of New York. But we were awakened to
this fact when a shy young country maiden
falteringly entered our portals—only to re-
turn to mother every evening. Ah, Pas-
saic, you have at last awakened, for now
you can boast of a lady dentist. Very few
have failed to notice that there is one* short
blonde reason for Lynchoo's fondness for
the prosthetic laboratory. What will she
do in her office without the above "reason."

JOSEPH P. PASELTINER
Stuyvesaxt H. S. Alpha Omega

Picture Committee

"Codos" Staff

Ah, Joey! Thy properly attired spic-and-
span personage will nevermore pass thru
the portals of this palace of learning as a

student after this term—so we hope. What
puzzles us is that Joe has not chosen the
profession he is best fitted for—a movie
actor. There is no doubt that Joe has a
bevy of fair ones, but in all fairness we
think

staff.

their

that he ought to some to the

Monopolies
injustice.

are unlawful, let alone

CLAYTON LA VERNE PEET
Wasittngtox Irving H. S. Psi Omega

William Caur Dextal Society

Entertainment Committee, '31

This youngster from Yorktown Heights—"where is it"—has never felt the effects

of prohibition because water has always been
his favorite beverage. Xo wonder he can
have his typodont accepted readily, because
he spends five hours training from that up-

state town. How many times has Peet been
engaged? Only his fraternity pin could tell

the story, we are helpless. First it was in

the Bronx, then in Kew Gardens, and now
we find it in Connecticut, where, according

to Peel, all the lovely ladies are found. If

all his lady friends become patients we know
his future will be Rosie—or, perhaps
Hellon.
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MICHAEL M. PERLSTEIN

Central H. S., Newark

Little need be said about our midget,

Mike, but abstractly speaking be is a gen-

tleman and scholar and well liked and ap-

preciated by all. He believes in doing busi-

ness while be studies and there aren't many
tilings which we can't sell you from foun-

tain pens to razors. But there is one

handicap -Mike has, and we hope he will soon

overcome it; he lives in New Jersey. Yes,

ladies and gentlemen, be comes from the

country across the river, and many a time

poor Mike came late to school because he

forgot his passport.

ELISE BECKER PREDMORE
Jeffersonville II. S.

Senior Pin Committee

Alpha Psi Delta

How times have changed! She came into

our midst four years ago, a shy little coun-
try maiden but adaptation to external en-

vironment made her, at the end of the first

year, a full-fledged New York girl. Her
charm and grace, aided by some of her
country mannerisms, won for her a hus-
band at the end of the second year. Now
they go forth, two capable dentists, to prac-

tice in that town of Staunton, amongst the

Blue Ridge Mountains of Yirginia.

ANTHONY PETRICK
Regents
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LESTER CONDIT PREDMORE
M,DDLETOWN H. S. Psi QmegA
New York Prep. Wm. Carr Dental Soc.
Staunton Military Academy
Dance Committer, '18, '19, '21

Assistant Editor. "Codos"

With ut doubt, he has served the role of
. ne of the benefactors of the class. The
strain in taking that roll prematurely des-
tined him to wear glasses, but it was not
until after he chose his fair partner and
mate. After lining drilled his way thru
Staunton Military Academy, there is every
indication that he will continue his "drill-
ing" in that Southern town. Oh for the
free air of the Blue Ridge, where the moon
shines all night. We know few others whose
future looks brighter and past more dis-

tinguished.
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FRANK THEODORE PRUDISH

Stuyvesant H. S.

William Card Dental Society

Frank has been one of the more retiring

men of the class, and it is easy to see that

a young man, endowed with such untiring

energy and such vigorous moral stamina as

Frank possesses, is bound to make his mark
iu the world. To the questions as to wheth-

er he drinks, smokes or swears, he answers:

"I have flirted with all, but I am wedded
to none." He has obtained his greatest

pleasure in college from listening to Prof.

Purrington tell him how ethical he

should be.

GEORGE RAPP
-Volt HIS II. S. Wji. Carb Dental Soc.

Now, readers, you are going to be let in

on a secret and Rapp is the innocent vic-

tim. This is how it goes: When we know
a lot about one of our classmates we have
many bricks to throw at him; but, on the
other hand, those who are more retiring, less

translucent, are left unmolested. It is all

we can do under the circumstances to pro-
claim to you that Rapp leaves us, unknown
to many because of his retiring ways.

SAMUEL RABINOWITZ *
Morrts H. S.

We will ever remember Rabinowitz as the
man who rose to recite in a most nervous
manner. But let us add that this feverish

excitement rarely caused him to forget the

thoughts he was about to divulge. Being
under every sort of a handicap, he has,

nevertheless, accomplished many things and
has always been among the first to have
finished with his requirements. We can do
no more than take off our hats to him as a

token of our respect for his untiring efforts

to accomplish an end.

•k Deceased

ANDREW J. REICH

"Sweet Adeline!" How many times his

melodious voice broke the silence before an
anatomy quizz and cheered us when at the

very brink of disaster. Such confidence has

never heretofore been known. When not

singing, he is diligently endeavoring to be

as serious as possible but his attempts ever

result in failure. In fact, his very clothes

bespeak loudness. A picture of Andy work-
ing would be a valuable contribution to this

volume, but when and where could we ob-

tain such a photo. But, after all is said ami
done, we wish him all the success that his

efforts will bring.
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HARRY RAISLER

Morris H. S.

Judging from the above photograph, we
would take Harry for a timid, peace-loving,

mother's-apron-string type of boy; but that

is where we would he making one of life's

fatal mistakes. Harry is always ready to

stand up for his rights with a sudden out-

hurst of convincmg phrases and in a short

time we are fairly convinced that we are in

the wrong. However, Harry has a big

heart and is always ready to lend a helping
hand, which has saved the day for many
a felllow-classmate.

MAXWELL RITTERBAND
Regents

A quiet and reserved chap is Max and
blessed with good looks. He is always will-

ing to help one and is held high in the esti-

mation of all. Max seems to have a great
fear of rain and as a protective measure,
wears a waterproof, trick hat. Being a good
student, Mack is sure to be a success pro-
fessionally, especially as he has made so per-

fect a job of raising hair.

HYMAN BERNARD RICHMAN
Homeopathic Medical College

Pi Delta Sigma

This is not a photograph of Crane Wil-
bur. This is Hyman Bernard Richman who,
tho not of crown fame, is a Richman just
the same. Hum (no, we're not singing;' it's
his pet name) came to us from the Home-
opathic Medical College, which accounts per-
haps for the clear path he has cut thru the
four years he has been with us. His ambi-
tion is to roll down to his office in a Rolls-
Royce; and what's more, if Hum continues
as he has begun, he will do it.

HARRY ROBERTS
Stuyvesaxt H. S. Sigma Epsii.ox Delta

Columbia

Executive Committee, '18

Chairman, Dance Committee, '19, '20, '21

In Harry, one can see a determined work-
er; a bundle of nerves. To his untiring ef-

forts we attribute the success of our social

functions. With derby in hand, he comes,
accomplishes his daily tasks, and goes the

even tenour of his way. As a violinist, of

exceptional and rare ability, he has often

entertained us. He's happiest when the

music is raggiest. A punster of the first

order and a general favorite.
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REUBEN ROBINSON

Regents

There's no art to find the mind construct-

ed in the face. To look at him one would
think that upon his span of life had been

piled the burdens of a race. But how dif-

ierent, for knowing him, there comes from
behind that face of stone the tender tones

of friendship that's music to the heart.

Success has ever lavished her gifts upon
him, and his college days hive been marked
by phenomenal scholarship.

ROSE WINIFRED ROSEN
Hunter College H. S. S. S. D. T.

"Codos" Staff

"Winnie," for even on paper we dare not
call her Rosie, believes that in order to

make a splint properly it is absolutely es-
sential to obtain muscular proficiency by
slinging plaster. We have often wondered
what the attraction was in that form of
exercise. There may be some who know.
However, it doesn't seem to take up the
time she uses to turn out good work. As
our Lady Prosthecian we are proud of her;
as a class mate we are glad to know her
for "She's a jolly good fellow, which nobody
can deny."

KALMAN JULIUS ROOSSIN

De Witt Clinton H. S.

Baseball, '18

A living example of the "laugh and grow
fat" theory. Karl, as he is popularly known,
is the originator of the coffee and doughnut
meal. We do not believe, however, that his

great avoirdupois is due to that sort of nu-
trition. Karl has a few hairs on his lips,

which he calls a mustache. It is believed
that he is cultivating their growth by ap-
plying salt. Thus, they get thirsty and
come out for a drink.

LOUIS ROSENBAUM

Alpha OmegaTownsend Harris Hall

C, C. N. Y.

Senior Dance Committee

It seems that all Louis' are quiet chaps,

industrious and good-looking. There must
be some special fairy godmother who sees

to it. Louis is a methodical chap. The
.Harlem Palace is the Rosenbaum Clan's

Rendezvous, affording an excellent place to

become acquainted. There he caters tooth-

,some> dainties to stimulate decay, etc. Re-
sult: Good future business for him. "Leave
it to Lou" is a common expression and we
believe it originated there. He gets 'em

comin' and going. Bright indeed is the

future for such genius.
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MAX ROSENWASSER

Regents

Maxie can be called the rising dentist of

the East Side. In his calm and Semitic way
he gives all the impression of a keen stu-

dent and a friend to well cherish. In re-

gards to his work at college, little need be
said for he is all that and more. He does

his studies diligently and his requirements
came up to the standard. So we will close

and wish him the greatest of luck in his

chosen profession—Fox-hunting.

JEWEL ROTH

Eastern District H. S.

Executive Committee

A jewel not only in name but in fact,

whose polish has never been dimmed by the

continual jolting of a college career. Her
luminous smile has been a great inspiration

to us when our very hope and confidence

were darkened by the shadows of approach-
ing examinations. Upon a firm foundation
of concrete common sense, she has moulded
a disposition which has endeared her to all

of us. Now, Jewel, don't you really think

we've said a lot of good things about you?

MOSES GORDON ROSENZWEIG
Morris H. S. Omicrox Alpha Tal-

Humor Editor, "Codos"

Known by every name but his own, Com-
monly called Roy, Ross and Mulvany. He
has a resourceful supply of witty remarks
and chews gum in front of Lewi's, the ele-
vator man. Very popular with the ladies
and speaks English fourteen different ways.
Will make a successful dentist if Mack Sen-
nett's Comedy Films doesn't ensnare him.

BEN RUBIN

Regents

A quiet, retiring youth, except during

examinations, when he has been known to sit

up all night. He has been made one of us

not through his own endeavors but by his

silence and yet we all know and respect

him. His sincere and earnest endeavors

have ever reflected brilliancy which is scin-

tillating to our eyes. The fact that he is

amphidexterous no doubt accounts for the

two volumes written for Dr. Ford, and yet

we hesitate calling him an author, as it is all

to be found in Grav.
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ROSE SACHS

Girls H. S.

Class Secretary, '18, '19, '21

It isn't very advisable for some persons

to closely adhere to the main principles anil

facts of the Physical Culture Magazine.

We often tried to puzzle out why Rose
never comes in before 10 o'clock. Everyone
ought to know by now. From, 9 A. M. to 6

P. M. one can find her doing calisthenics.

As the class secretary for two years, she

has proven herself worthy. She deserves

merit and praise, but it is time that the

graduating class, in appreciation of her

good work, presented her with a box of sta-

tionery. Dig in, boys, and prepare for the

copper collection.

BENJAMIN SCHEINMAN
Townsend Harris Hall

C. C. N. Y.

"Codos" Staff

Little Ben is one of those rare specimens
who can well lay claim to the title Knight
of Silence and still be known to everyone
in his class. By means of this campaign
of quiet he has secured for himself immeas-
urable respect from all, including such an
illustrious character as Reich. At all times
an optimist, he was never daunted by such
insurmountable obstacles as forty golds or
a written quiz by Prof. Ford. And now
he goes forth armed with two mighty
weapons—Silence and the Forceps.

BARNEY SAMS

Pi Delta Sigma

Dickinson H. S., Jersey City

Editor-in-Chief, "Codos"

1. Possessed of edge strength; capable of
resisting the stress of publication. 2. Per-
fectly adaptable to the falls due to grav-
ity (knocks and boosts). 3. Non-irritating
to his fellow-men (except in the Year
Book), i. Literally unchangeable in mind
once it's set (unless she pleads with him).
5. Neither expands nor contracts upon get-
ting results of exams. 6. Perfectly suscept-
ible of a smooth finish after the Year Book
is out. 7. Of harmonious color (where does
he get the stuff?).

MAYER BENZION A. SCHIER
De Witt Clinton Pi Delta Sigma

Townsend Harris Hall
C. C. N. Y.

President G. O.

"Impression" Staff

Advertising Manager, "Codos"'

Senior Dance Committee

Censure is the tax a man pays the public

for being eminent. As soon as Mayer came
to us we knew him. He couldn't keep his

arrival secret because of his extreme in-

terest in class affairs. A diligent worker
and organizer, he was largely instrumental

in the foundation of the General Organiza-
tion. He is quick of thought and profuse

with words; a convincing speaker. These
qualities have undoubtedly stood him in

good stead in performing his duties for the

"Codos." Like the majority of his class-

mates, he can see naught but consummate
happiness in matrimony.
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IRA SCHULTZ

Newark East Side H. S. Pi Delta Sigma

Look closer, kind reader, and see for your-

self the part which every day is mathemati-

cally located in Ira's patent leather mat.

This aspiring dental surgeon who once upon

a time commuted from a rather obscure

place in New Jersey, has gone from bad

to worse, by shifting his rendezvous to the

wilds of Greenpoint. The only reason which

we can truthfully see to account for such

an unforeseen move is Schultz's dread for

the New Jersey Boards. Of course, he em-

phatically denies all this, but we know
better.

LOUIS A. SCHWARTZBERG

University of Tomsk

Our only representative from the Univer-

sity of Tomsk. He is a man of few words
but great deeds. Marriage is one of them.

A scholar and a philosopher and an author

of no small calibre. Long shall we seek his

likeness—long in vain. Infinite is the help

man can yield to man, and Schwartzberg
has never been slow to lend or borrow in-

struments. We would gladly see him a suc-

cess and a great credit to our Alma Mater.

HAROLD SCHWARTZ

Erasmus H. S.

Impression Staff, T7

Fellow-classmates, let your gentle vision
fall upon this prodigy of the infirmary floor.
He claims that he has done more gold fill-

ings than any of us, a statement which chal-
lenges our illustrious Bill vVasson, who has
on several occasions filled three approximals
in one morning. It is evident that whenever
a man comes to the College of Dental and
Oral Surgery to study Dentistry and really
studies, you can bet he will surely be a den-
tist when he graduates. It isn't" difficult to
see a brilliant future ahead for Harold.

IRVING PAUL SCHWEXGER

Alpha OmegaTownsekd Harris Hall

"Impression" Staff, '18

Executive Committee, '21

A good, all-around man, friendly, unob-
strusive. The tall, slim type with the crop

of hair and the long, nervous fingers of the

pianist. You've guessed it, he plays the

piano. Dresses like a boulevardier; he is

the breaker of many hearts—even wealthy

women, with cars waiting below, have per-

sued him in Altaian's. He is as much an

authority on Greenwich Milage, Broadway,
etc., as he is on studies—and that is say-

ing some for his studies.
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ALAN A. SCHWIMMER

Manual Training H. S.

' '(// and Gown Committee

Alpha Omega

You know Al! Of course you do. He
started that, "You know me, Al" stuff, and
as a result the school is conferring- a degree

upon him. But he has some redeeming fea-

tures. He can play the piano, and for a

voice Caruso "ain't" so very far behind. Be-
tween him and Schwenger, as dentists, the

two make a nice vaudeville team, their open-
ing song being:

"We arc dentists, two, not too, he and me
And we will practice harmless dentistry."

LESTER S. SELCOW

Bayonne H. S. Pi Delta Sigma

Cap and down Committee

Being a member of the Bayonne crew, this

cherubic countenance enjoys a boat ride

twice every day. In spite of this annoy-
ance, I ester is always pun tual and accom-
plishes his work swimmingly. An important
point about this gentleman is his ability to

maintain his full quota of prosthetic instru-

ments; but, inasmuch as the faculty does
not provide medals for such a feat, S^lcow
is doomed to pass along without any spe-
cial mention. He is a firm believer in the
ethical practice of dentistry. Of course,
Hi it remains to be seen.

SAMUEL SEIFER

Stuyvesant H. S. Basketball

Class Vice-President, '18

Circulating Manager "Codos'' Baseball

Pin Committee

With the figure of Napoleon, he sets forth

to conquer not with the sword but the ex-

plorer. His age makes him one of our older-

more-sedate members, but at times the bare

spot on his head is no index to his behavior,

for he is one of those who accustom them-
selves readily to a change of environment.

But what about his gang, hasn't it always
been a part of Tubby? He always says:

"When in Rome act as the Romans, but

when with my gang, act as you please."

DAVID SIEGELMAN

Townsend Harris Hall

N. Y. U.

Entertainment Committee

The young man who had to know his les-

son backwards before he would enter the

class. Alas, poor Dave, how often did you
know it backwards, only? Honestly, Dave,

we don't mean anything by the above ques-

tion. It is just a matter of curiosity. His

four years of college have been marked with

ambition and willingness to work a little

harder than necessary. He began his col-

lege career as a policeman—let us hope he

will always be on duty.
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BENJAMIN D. SILVERSTEIN

Dickinson H. S.

"Codos" Staff

Sigma Epsilon Delta

Big Ben has all the requisites of a full-

fledged Senior, except that he lacks the dec-

oration which usually adorns the upper lip.

We have often speculated about this short-

coming. In his Freshman year he studied

unusually hard, but being unable to project

his name into the honor roll, he decided that

mediocrity would henceforth suffice. As yet,

he is undecided whether to take the New
Jersey or the New York Boards first, but
being from across the river we presume
that we'll see him in Trenton with the rest

of the Jersevites.

CLINTON L. SMITH

St. Peters College Psi Omega

William Carr Dental Society

Baseball, '19

Dance Committee, '21

The Hercules of our class. Teeth come
out before his brawny hand as readily as the
approximals in the infirmary. He is ever
gentle, except when he knocks a question
dead. To what height will he rise ! There
seems nothing too large for him to overcome.
Into the world he will carry with him the

sincere respect and fear of all the class,

for who is there, who would dare dispute his

word, for might and right go hand in hind
with Smithy.

ABRAHAM MILTON SLOMNIGER
Central H. S.

Slomniger is one of those unobtrusive
chaps about whom it is rather difficult to
express an opinion. Stealthily, he entered
the portals and with still greater stealth
does he now make his exit—a model of
Sphmx-like silence. One salient feature of
his make-up is the indefatigable effort
which he has always displayed in the various
studies. Such effort we are sure will some
day bring its reward. As a closing word,
let us say that hereafter Slommy will no
longer purchase monthly commutation
tickets.

J. MILTON SMITH

Bushwick H. S.

C. C. N. Y.

Sigma Epsilon Delta

To those who know him least, he is quiet,

gentlemanly, and has a word of welcome for

all. To those who know him best, he is

witty, jovial and jocular. Upon life he

gazes with satisfied delight. Jack is a pianist

of rare genius, but only after persuasion

exhibits his wares. His chief occupation is

warming the settees at the Rialto where he

can be seen with his inseparable friend, Vic
His main characteristic is his crop of red

hair, which is daily growing thinner. Adieu.
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LEE STEINGOLD

Washington Irving H. S. S. S. D. F.

For the last six months we have been try-

ing to knock Lee, but knowing "Battling
Steingold," we fear the consequences. Then,
again, how could we knock one to whom we
all come with our confidences?
Talk about being a cracker-jack in ex-

odontia; evidently it is not size that is re-

quired. We judge it is brains that make
th? wisdom teeth fly. I et us waive prohi-
bition for once and drink to the future ex-

odontist.

EDWARD FRANCIS SWEENEY
Bayonne H. S.

Sweeney entered college four years ago
singing, "There's nothing too good for the
Irish," and has sung his way into the heart
of all of us. Where would we be if it were
not for our little friend Sweeney, in Oral
Surgery, expounding his wisdom from the
top row, and remember, dear reader, how
Dr. Carr used to remind him to move away
from the ladies. His college course has at
least altered his national air, and today he
sings with rapture unquestionable "I,et free-
dom ring."

NATHAN SUDNOW
Stuyvesant H. S.

A man's virtue must be measured, not by
his extraordinary efforts but by his usual
course of action. Sudnow, like all dental
students, is afflicted with a side line in the

form of drums and traps. He is also a

member of that staunch aquatic quartet

which unfailingly visited the Twenty-third
street pool regardless of the inclemency of

the weather. Sudnow is possessed of a

cheering omnipresent smile which shows us

a dental display of which he can well be

proud. Time writes no wrinkles on thy

azure brow.

FRANK EDWARD SYRACUSE

Stuyvesant H. S.

Oh! let's not pause, for oft-times small

yet precious things are left unnoticed. First

Siragusa, then Syracuse; but what differ-

ence does it make, we shall always remem-
ber him as "Sarah." One of our favorite

pastimes is to watch him lower the chair.

Were we to dwell upon his stature, we
should do injustice to his mentality, which
so outspans his frame that we often wonder
if it be all intrinsic. Go forward as you
have, letting the smile hide a multitude of

thoughts.
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JOSEPH TONIS

Morris H. S.

C. C. X. Y.

Droll, witty, perspicacious and with an
inexhaustible fund of dental knowledge.
What more can be required to make a bril-

liant and able dental practitioner as well as

genial friend? Charged with a spirit of
joviality and good-humor, hs has mixed into

the dull moments of class-room routine some
rays of sunshine. He is an accomplished
songster and is author of that famous bal-

lad, entitled "I didn't like her furniture so

I knocked her flat"-—but with all his fun,

Joe gets there.

SOL. ARTHUR VICTORSON

EvANDER ChILDS H. S.

Sigma Epsilox Delta

Xow we come to Vic of Rialto fame. The
serious countenance to the side barely dis-

closes the fact that he always carries with
him a broad smile. He and Smith, J., make
an inseparable couple. They are compan-
ions at the theatres and pinochle—two fa-

vorite pastimes. Vic is a sensible young
man. He told us we could write what we
pleased but we would have done it without
his permission anyway. He never feared

work, for he never got close enough to it.

HARRY TRACHT

Sttjyvesant H. S.

"Impression' Staff, '18

"Ccdos" Staff

Behold one of the merry Sons of Xeptune.
Between school and the pool, however,
Harry has managed to dabble a bit with
the pen and ink and so got himself en-

tangled in our editorial midst. Were it

not for this literary feature, we wou'd know
but little of him for Harry was always one
of the reserved ones. He is a very oblig-

ing boy, being one of the few faithful fol-

lowers of our Editor whose bidding Harry
was ever willing to perform.

AUGUSTINE L. WALSH

De Witt Ci.intox H. S. Psi Omega

Cliffside Park H. S.

"Impression'' Staff

"Codos" Staff

Oh, here we hive him ! This tall, lanky

"Ego" from Xew Jersey. Gus's favorite

pastime seems to be burning up the Xew
Jersey boulevards in his Jordan six, going

ninety miles an hour, so he says. But, boys,

even with all his sneed, he had a bird time

passing a cert-iin Ford. Gus, we heard you

hid bird luck with approximate. Never

mind, if you want to, you can use them as

inlays. But why be so jocular when Gus's

four years has hen marked by such de-

serving effort?
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ARTHUR GORDON WARDEN

Orange H. S.

- Gaze on his picture; no, he wasn't posing

for Arrow collars, that's the only way we
know him. Every hair on his head knows
its place and even the crowded ferries fail

to cause one hair to he off-side. His pal

does his hest to muss him up hut from
every shuffle he emerges the same immacu-
late young man. "We know his practice will

consist largely of the fair sex and would ad-

vise as an associate one well versed in the

practice of cardiology, as we know there

will be frequent cases of cardiopathy.

EDWARD WASSERMAN

Stfyvesant H. S. Pi Delta Sigma

Track, '18, '19, '20

Basketball, '18

Captain, Baseball, '18

Cap and Gozvn Committee

•Cede," Staff

Just why Eddie never signed up with
Hammerstein or with the harreltone quartet
up on the top row in Coaper Auditorium,
we should like to discover. Gifted with a
voice of no mean volume and power, this as-

piring Amato has chosen to warble his way
through C. D. O. S. Always, in Oral Sur-
gery, Eddie may be heard as he ripples
through the arias and romanzas of his reper-
toire. Before long some deaf impressario is

certain to snap him up unless he forsakes
the song for the merry hum of the drill.

BARNETT M. WARREN
Regents Alpha Omega

Class Vice-President, '20, '21

The best prosthesist in the class! Hand-
some, dresses an:l acts the part, too, but
what else would one expect? He's the

brother of Ben Ami—just scratched on the
legitimate ! Such qualities would be incon-
gruous in a poor student. Or wouldn't
they? Anyhow, he's the personification of
symmetry. Behold, in later years—a sec-

ond Chaves, a Peeso! Barney thinks by
chasing the bob-haired and low-hee^d fe-

male of the species in th? "Village" that he

is a student of art. Barney—pursuing the

pursuer is not pursuing the course.

WILLIAM H. WASSON

Regents Wm. Carb Dental Society

RlVERHEAD H. S.

Associate Editor "Codos"

Opportunity has never skinned her

knuckles knocking on Bill's door, for on the

first rap of that fugacious old visitor he is

on his feet ready to show his house in order.

And to this readiness, coupled with a knack
of associating with us all, we attribute hTs

record. Wasson is a regular ant when it

comes to work., and the success of this

"Codos" may be said to depend quite largely

upon his indefatigable efforts. We state

with conviction tint Bill will make an

enviable mark for himself in the world of

dentistry.
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JOSEPH WEISBRODT

Stuyvesant H. S.

Picture Committee '21

Joe, how can we picture your career? Be-
ginning as you did, arguing with Wasson
over the position of periods; waning until

you have sunk into mediocrity. Perhaps
your original impetus was deviated into

other channels and pools, so that you were
content to let paragraphs, yes, chapters go
undisputed. How college has transformed
you, from one who ordered milk in a saloon
to a gallant knight winning hearts hy day!
Let resolutions made after you leave here
be kept.

HYMAN M. WEISSBLUM

Regents

A dual character rapped up in a single

personage. For there is Hyman, the joyful,

spirited, and skilled workman and Weiss-
blum, the uncompromising critic. Doleful
character, why torment they heart by hold-
ing up the goal of attainment beyond the
possibility of human reach? What have you
done, or failed to do, that you should dis-

cipline yourself? Few of us have noticed
this and he shall ever linger in our memory
as one who after finishing several sets of
practical senior requirements, still did more.

ABRAHAM WEISFISH

Regents
i

What would the class of 1921 be without
Weisfish? Who would or could have taken
his place? He stands forth as one who has
furnished a large part of the comedy and
his full share of sincerity of the class. You
will see him at any time of the day work-
ing faithfully, nothing daunting him. But
why the excitement and the hurry? He rep-
resents the type of man who in the face
of obstacles earns success by his indefatig-
able efforts.

WOLF WERNICK

Regents

Speaking of Wernick reminds us of Wish-
engrad. They have always so closely asso-

ciated with one another that we cannot think

of one without the other. Wernick came to

us four years ago as an ambitious but un-

dignified' Freshman. He is now a dignified

and a more ambitious Senior. And by the

time this volume is in his hands he will be

a very much more dignified and infinitely

more ambitious dentist.
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ISRAEL WISHENGRAD
i

Bridgeport H. S.

C. C. X. Y.

Wishengrad is another one of our worthy
members from the Nutmeg State. It seems
that his perfectly calm exterior has resisted

the ruffling effects of a state of marriage,
which fact we were entirely ignorant of un-
til we perused his senior record. He has
been justly adorned with the rank of
"Guardian of the Approximal Cavity."
This is no small honor. He is one of the

famous "eleven" who attended a certain
orthodontia lecture; a fact which shows that
he is ever on the job:

SAMUEL WOLFSON

Stamford H. S. Omicron Alpha Tau

Baseball '18

Introducing Sam, the phoney commuter
from Stamford. "Come up and see the
world," says Sam, when referring to the
haven of apples and potatoes. Sam took up
dentistry because John McGraw refused
him a try-out on the Giants. He throws a
mean pill and if you ever stop his hit with
your face you will need a full set of porce-
lain dummies. The lad has a big reputation
in his home town and with what he learned
from his pal, Mac Beck, about the ladies,
we have no doubt that he'll be a champ ivory
cutter up at Stamford.

ARTHUR DEWEY WOLF
De Witt Clinton H. S.

Your point of order is out of order, Ar-
thur Dewey. We are not writing this ac-
cording to the rules and procedures of
parliamentary law. Arthur was a great
devotee of parliamentary procedure and so

informed us at more than one class meeting.
However, aside from that we really liked

him. Due to his size he has always been
seen when heard. It is needless to say that

he will soon be too busy to trouble us. This
is another way of saying that we wish him
success.

JOSEPH YANOW
Pi Delta SigmaStuyvesant H. S.

Basketball '18

Entertainment Committee '21

A handsome young man of the wooing
species characterized by a kind sweet smile

and a bad cigar in his mouth; active in the

social world and quite capable of perform-
ing work if dared. A would-be eloquent

orator if he had the vocabulary. Full-

fledged gentleman with polished manners
and very practical in his thoughts. May be
said to be more or less calloused to adverse
conditions as a result of having lived in

many a "clime" of life.
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JACOB I). ZEISLER

De Witt Clintom H. S.

A character, with such a thick veneer of

stiek-to-itiveness that misfortune is power-
less to penetrate. Unwilling to expose him-
self to the glare of social hobnobbing, he Ins

always been content to remain one of the

many dark horses of the class. A soul sat-

urated with the love of music and art, he his

ever been a willful instrument from wh';h
the gentle words of woman draw sweet
strains. After seeing how well he became
the cap and gown, he his been instilled with

the desire to become a Professor.

JEROME ZWICKER,. R.C.S.

Sttjyvesant H. S. Sigma Epsilox Delta

X. Y. U.

Zwicker, known as Jerry among his

friends, is exceedingly quiet and unassum-
ing. It is indeed difficult to characterize one
so backward; but his modesty is a candle
to his merit. His numerous theories in

Pathology have recently gained him renown
and prestige among his classmates. Th? fact

that the advancements of new thoughts were
all made after a slight slumber, his been
generously overlooked. The last but not the

least, he goes forth to take his place among
Ihe successful ones.

I. EDWIN ZIMMERMAN
E. Orange H. S. Sigma Ei'sii.o.v Delta

X. Y. Prep.

X. Y. U.

Baseball '18

L'asketball TH

Senior Dance Committee

Zimmie, the young prodigy from the for-
eign land called Jersey. It required some
time for him to master the English language
and even now it is often very difficult for
him to make an impression on a large
woman. But why speak of his size when
after all there is so little to refer to? Space
forbids us even mentioning the many ad-

mirable characteristics whch stamp him as

cue to be trusted and respected and who
into his college days has been crowded many
acts of kindness.

EDWARD STANLEY ZORN

Hoboken H. S. Sigma Epsilox Delta

Basketball T8

Executive Committee '~l

"Codos" Staff

Synonym: "Eddie."

Source: From the wilds of Hoboken af-

ter washing, careful drying and combing.

Description: A white opaque mass, in-

soluble in water, compatible with alcohol,

neutral in reaction. Contains an animal

alkaloid known as neverin.

Actions: Mildly caustic and irritant; in-

ternally stimulates the heart of women.

Dentel Uses: For extraction of teeth

with forceps equal parts.
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MILTON CAESAR SLOTE

Sigma Epsilon DeltaHobokex H. S.

Basketball, '18

Baseball, '18

His middle name immediately denotes
success. You all know him as Bill, but like

Caesar, we are sure he will overcome life's

battles and conquer his Gall. Bill suggests
aggressiveness, forwardness, punch—he talk-

ed himself into college and we hope, to suc-

cess. As for Beau Brummel, our Bill is

quite a fashion-plate. He has a good word
for all and is everybody's pal. In spite of

the fact that he abides in Hoboken, he is

pleasing, jovial and always offers a helping
hand, and is well liked by all who know him.

LAYTON J. WHEATON, D.D.S.

Central H. S., Minneapolis

I incoln Univ. Howar j Univ.

Wheaton came to us last year and has
made many friends in college during his
short stay with us. We understand that he
objects to tying strings to clamps in the
infirmary, but who can blame him for that?
He holds a distinction of being the only man
to graduate with a dental degree after his
name. We wish this gentlemanly young
nan health, wealth and prosperity.
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THE WIDER ROAD

The deeds and episodes of our lives become vague and remote

with the passage of time. A great many are the things (other than

Materia Medica) we forget. Events that once loomed up as over-

whelmingly great and of supreme importance become, with the advent

of time, petty and unimportant and ultimately nothing remains but a

dim, indistinct recollection. Consciously we do not remember all of

the things—big and little—of our lives. Yet, there is nothing that is

actually lost. Somewhere in our sub-conscious minds, there is produced

an impression.

Our college lives will soon recede into that land of memories. Each
will travel his own road, toward what goal none can tell. Consciously

nothing will remain but the knowledge of the profession. Yet, that is

not of the greatest importance. These years at college have produced
their own impression and effect on our sub-conscious beings and this,

perhaps, is more paramount.

We entered upon our studies at the period when character con-

struction really commences. We were just emerging from the state of

acceptance that marks immaturity and childhood. We were begin-
ning to view things in life with more or less independence of thought
and reason. These past four years have produced their own indelible

effect which is of infinitely more importance than the actual knowl-
edge we have gained.

So also is it with these pages which you now peruse. They will

soon be forgotten. Yet somewhere there will lurk a faint but none
the less existent impression of what you read here. And this, patient
reader, is our excuse for having these words.

We are now each setting out on the road that may or may not be
intended for us. Life will hold a great many hopes and fears, realiza-
tions and disappointments, happiness—perhaps also misery. We travel
on this road for a certain distance and then in so far as we know it,

all ends. Let us then choose the Wider Road. Let us choose that great
big broad highway of value, and service to mankind.

We, who are so very adaptable cannot derive long satisfaction

from any achievement that affects only our individual souls. We may
have gained in wealth, perhaps have become recognized standard-bearers

of our profession or equally successful in any other calling should we
digress from this particular profession. Yet this success, as an indi-

vidual factor, will be as something that is foreign to us. It will be a

thing far removed from our own inner selves ; something external to

our true beings. It becomes a part of our lives that is no different

from previous factors and productive of little if any more happiness.

We begin to understand that all we have done has been for our own
selves. We realize that we have traveled that exceedingly narrow path

of pure egoism. All of these satisfactions that it has brought us have

been fleeting and as time passes more and more infrequent and difficult

of attainment.

We have not traveled the Wider Road of value to humanity and

that is the one which is productive of most happiness. With the suc-

cess which we achieve there must be something else. There must be a

spirit of service. The two are not incompatible. We must realize

that our energies, our knowledge and our capabilities must be expanded
not only for the gratification of our personal whims and desires. Ulti-

mately, we should also serve humanity. There is no equal satisfac-

tion to that which we derive from the knowledge of having rendered

a service to a human being, and our positions in life will enable us

to serve well.

That is what is meant by the Wider Road. The road that leads

to a release of the self; that renders us capable of sacrifice; that enables

us to think in terms broader than just "I". This alone can give us

that moral freedom without which all of the other successes and realiza-

tions become devoid of meaning.

9
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THE GENERAL ORGANIZATION

The Class of 1921 may well be proud of the fact that they were

the first and only class that ever attempted and succeeded to carry through

a General Organization. To whom credit is due for the first words in

causing the formation of the organization is arbitrary, but it is a known
fact that the idea arose from amongst the members of the Senior Class.

Enthusiasm reigned supreme from the very moment a call was issued

for nominations for delegates to organize a General Organization. As

many as fifteen were nominated from the Class of 1921, of which four

were elected, namely, Murray, Schier, Gordon and Hecht. Thus the

spirit flew like wildfire and the Classes of '22 and '23 held enthusiastic

elections. The Class of '22 elected Field, Levy, Weksler and Rotner.

The Class of '23 elected Freeman, Goodman, O'Brien and Reiss.

The organization met for the first time November 16, 1919, and

elected the following officers

:

President

Vice-President

Secretary

Treasurer

M. B. A. Schier, '21

. V. J. Levy, '22

. S. Goodman, '23

L. Gordon, '21

From its inception the Students' Council (the governing body of the

G. O.) aimed to perform its function for the best interest of the entire

student body. JNIr. Hecht was called upon to draw up a constitution.

The goal of the organization was incorporated in the preamble and this

program was well carried out.

Thus "in order to obtain a closer relationship between the individual

students" the G. O. arranged for a dance to be held in Brown Hall,
free to all members possessing G. O. tickets. For the first time in the
history of the college there was an interclass affair where the upper class

men were found mingling with the Freshmen. The success of this dance
prompted the perfection of plans for a large affair which took place at
the Academie Hall. The G. O. also arranged interclass baseball and
basketball. A Soph and Freshman tie rush was also enjoyed.

"In order to help the students in their study of dentistry," a dic-

tionary was procured by Mr. Field and placed in the museum for the

{lersonal use of the students. The council also took up the question of

buying dental supplies, books and athletic goods at a discount price to

the members. This was placed in the hands of the Welfare Committee,
namely, Schier, Fierstein, Freeman, Warren, Hecht, Reiss and Heilig.

Carrying out the last phase of the preamble created the most en-

thusiasm. This was "to, branch, out into greater athletic attainments."

An athletic manager, Kronmann, was appointed, who selected a team to

represent the college at the U. of P. games. The team was given a

wonderful send-off in Cooper Auditorium, with the promise from Dr.

Sueskind that they would bring home , the bacon. The team went to

Philadelphia with all their expenses paid by the General Organization

and brought home the banner significant of the fact that they won first

place. '

'

Thus came to a close the workings of a successful organization,

having created united co-operation and sociability, and endeavored to

foster a greater interest in athletics. We hope that the Class of 1922

will continue the good work begun by its well-reputed predecessors.

5 * 5 * * *
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SOCIETIES
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Joseph G. Albert, D.D.S.
Andrew J. Bruchlacher, D.D.S.
Martin Dewey, M.D., D.D.S.

John L. Peters, D.D.S.

Harold T. Brown, B.S.

Edward P. Dahlinger
William J. Foster
James L. Hanley
Clarence F. Hasselberger

Guy W. Brandow
William T. Carrol
Albert E. Field
Howard B. Hanning
Philo F. Hildebrand
Bryant S. Hopper
Ernest Kampermann

George A. Abbott
Raymond A. Bobhyl
Frederick A. Brewster
Thomas J. Conte
RUSSEL A. CoNWELL
Joseph Crecca
James A. Crowley

R. T. Brewster
Edward F. Burling
John A. Chatter

PS I OMEGA FRATERNITY

GAMMA LAMBDA CHAPTER

Fratres in Facilitate

George Evans, Jr., D.D.S.
Harry Nolan, D.D.S.
Nelson T. Shields, Ph.B., D.D.S.
Sturgis Shields, B.A., D.D.S.

Fratres in Collegio

1921

Elmer Jannace, Ph.G.
Edwin C. Kronmann
Raymond W. Lassett
Arthur J. McMahon
John F. Murray, Jr., A.B.

1922
Edward Kleppsattel
Benjamin M. Lupton, Jr.

Stephen M. Lyons
Ivan J. Martin
Walter A. Nolaner, A.B.
Joseph Refsum
Alfred M. Rochester

1923
Joseph C. Endler
Leslie J. Fitzsimmons
Franklin B. Hamilton
Arthur Hank
Balthaser Koller
Francis J. McLaren, Jr.

Thomas H. Matthews

1921
Arthur F. Cowley
Archibald M. Kreiger
E. D. Jones

Harold M. Throop, D.D.S.
Herbert L. Wheeler, D.D.S.
Rudolph Thieme, D.D.S.

Clayton L. Peet
Lester C. Predmore
Clinton L. Smith
Augustine L. Walsh

Leon E. Sahlin
Louis A. Saporito
Karl O. Schlectweg
Edward F. Sinnott
Joseph Stall
John J. Trunk
John F. Wahlers

George J. O'Brien
Thomas J. O'Connell
Henry N. Oehmsen
Harry Rogers
Paul Scola

George G. Lynch
James R. Reiley
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Irving Korn, D.D.S.

Gu stave Adler
Julius H. Edelstein

Maxwell M. Fischler

Charles Milton Forst

Samuel Friedlander
Hyman Freedman
Morris Fynke

William Charles Ash kin

Irwin Harris

Edward A. Lebwith
Edward Levy

Harry Maslow
Morris B. Newman, B.S

PI DELTA SIGMA FRATERNITY

SIGMA LAMBDA CHAPTER

Fratres in Facilitate

Herbert Schreiber, D.D.S.

Fratres in Collegia

1921

Adolph Greenberg
Morris D. Gold
Nathan Kirsch
Ben Kittredge
Alexander Klein
Louis Malamud
Gustave J. Landau

1922

Irving Levine
Marvin Rothfeld

1923

Louis Behr Kahn

1924

Samuel Mohr, D.D.S.

Hyman B. Richman
Barney Sams
Mayer B. A. Schier
Lester S. Selcow
Ira Schultz
Joseph Yanow
Edward Wasserman

Irving Singer
Jack William Starr-

David Rosenberg
George Samuels

Bernard Seff

Morris Vladimerskv
Solomon Werner
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Aaron Church, D.D.S.
W. Steinberg, D.D.S.

Edmund J. Barach
Harry Hirshman
Joseph L. Kohn
Samuel Lilienfeld
Julius Mendelsohn

Saul Feldman
Albert Krieger
James J. Landsman

Maurice Appel
Benjamin Diamond

George Davis
Albert Falk
Murray Green

ALPHA OMEGA FRATERNITY

ETA CHAPTER

Fratres in Facilitate

B. P. Sager, D.D.S.

Fratres in Collegio

1921

Samuel J. Morrison
Henry Morse
Harold Osserman
Joseph P. Paseltiner
Louis Rosenbaum

1922

Herman Schiff
Sidney Tenzer
Philip Rotner

1923

Melvin Gross
Henry Brown

1921

George Haber
Wm. Lefkowitz
Louis Leberman

Samuel Cantor, D.D.S.

Irving Schwenger
Alan A. Schwimmer
Earnett Warren

Ralph Lenz
Mark Vloch
Max Watt

Frank Radin
Maxwell R. Stern

Bernard Riesenberg
Aaron Schack
Emanuel Solot
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Matthew Beck
Herbert Berger
Henry Cohn
Mark Deutsch

OMICRON ALPHA TAU FRATERNITY

BETA CHAPTER

Fratres in Facilitate

Philip Sueskind, D.D.S. A. J. Scheinberg, D.D.S.

Fratres in Collegio

1921

Leland Engelbardt
Sol Feldman
Henry Furgatch
Julius Horn

Samuel Horn
George Goldsmith
moe rosenzweig
Sam Wolfson

Harry Cottler
Julius Davis
Nicholas Friedman

Jack Bokat
William Charkes
Leo Gecker

Sam Birnbaum
Bernard Clug
Joe Cooper

1922

Louis Horowitz
Sam Porter
Charles Rabinowitz

1923

Artie Rubikove
Louis Riess

Joe P. Roman

1924

Jerry Feldman
Milton Glattstein
Ralph Sueskind

Benedict Sapirstein

Harry Weiss
Jack Weksler

Nat. Tanenbaum
Bert Yudizky
Nat. Klauber

Newman Wenkler
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SIGMA EPSILON DELTA FRATERNITY

GAMMA CHAPTER

Frater in Facilitate

Lewis B. Ellis, D.D.S.

Fratres in Collegio

1921

S. Morton Gerber
Max L. Kurtz
Harry Roberts
Benjamin Silverstein

Chauncey C. Alchoff
Daniel Gennes

Victor Citron
Jack Cornell
Nathan Freeman
Saul Goodman
Joseph Grossman

Mack Edelstein
Reginald Grossman

Milton Caesar Slote
Jack Milton Smith
Solomon Victorson
I. Edwin Zimmerman

1922

Louis Kaplan
Bernard Kessner

1923

Milton Johnson
Albert Linder Jacobs
Simon Moonves
Sidney Reisner
Joseph Rubenstein

1924.

David Jaffe
Otto Aaron Kandel

Edward Stanley Zorn
Jerome Zwicker

Bernard P. Morganstern
Philip R. Rogers

Samuel Solomon
Jacob Subitsky
Joseph Teck
Milton Waldman
Abraham Weinstein

E. Alvin Meyer
William Meyer
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ALPHA PSI DELTA

Sorores in Alumna

Agnes I. Polhamus, D.D.S.

Emma W. Donahue, D.D.S.

Martha E. Jones, D.D.S.

Florence Nagel, D.D.S.

M. De Lan Kinney, D.D.S.

Louise C. Ball, D.D.S.

Margaret E. Reiss, D.D.S.

Katherine D. Sanger, D.D.S.

Florence E. Schroeder, D.D.S.

Jesse E. Powelson, D.D.S.

Emma Koch, D.D.S.

Lauretta D. McSpirit, D.D.S.

Madeleine C. Wyatt, D.D.S.

Sorores in Collegio

Elise Becker Pedmore Anna E. Urban
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SIGMA LAMBDA PI FRATERNITY

DELTA CHAPTER

Fratres in Collegio

1921

Samuel Ascheim

Harold Appelbaum

Joseph Bernstein

Irving Krim

1922

I. Mortimer Sciiiff Alex. Beck

1923

Maurice Charnoff I eo M Burma x

1921

Harry Gastman Arthur A. Friend Simoxd Triekf
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THE WILLIAM CARR DENTAL SOCIETY

William Carr, A.M., D.D.S., M.D.,

Honorary President

George Evans, D.D.S.

Charles Milton Ford, A.M., M.D.

Harold T. Brown, B.S.

Leonard G. Du Brul
Frank L. Engel
William J. Foster
James L. Hanley

Guy W. Brandow
William T. Carrol
Albert E. Field
Ernest Kampermann

George A. Abbott
Frederick F. Brewster

Honorary Members

WORTHINGTON SeATON RuSSEL, M.D.
Delancy Walton Ward, Ph.D.

Undergraduate Members

1921

Lester C. Predmore
Edwin C. Kronmann
Raymond W. Lasslett
Arthur J. McMahon
John F. Murray, Jr., A.B.

1922

Edward Klepsattel
Alfred M. Rochester
Louis A. Saporito
Edward F. Sinnot

1923

Thomas J. Conte
Joseph D. Crecca

Arthur Lessner Swift, D.D.S.
Herbert Locke Wheeler, D.D.S.

Clayton L. Peet
Frank T. Prudish
George G. Rapp
Clinton L. Smith
William H. Wasson

Joseph Stahl, Jr.

John F. Wahlers

Balthaser Roller
Joseph P. Scola
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S. S. D. F.

Hannah Judith Appel

Sarah Fischer

Lena Pasternack

Rose Winifred Rosen

Lee Steingold
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SENIOR DANCE THE IMPRESSION

"The friends of our friends are our friends." Such was the spirit

of good fellowship which prevailed at the Senior Dance, given on the

evening of February nineteenth at the Waldorf-Astoria. For students

weary worn with the mid-year examinations it acted as a wonderful tonic.

On entering the ballroom suite one was transplanted from the noise

and bustle of the great city into a beautiful parlor where merry-making
reigned supreme. There was one of the most brilliant assemblages of

young ladies and men that ever gathered within the portals of this gilded

ballroom on upper Fifth Avenue. The freshness and charm of the girls

attired in fashion's latest Paris creations and the well-groomed young
men presented an exceedingly scintillating spectacle, and gave a dis-

tinctive note to the memorable event.

One encountered the members of the class and their friends who
had never before attended a college social function. Even the most
straightlaced of them were present.

The dancing commenced at nine in the evening and continued until

two the following morning. There was not a dull moment. The time
seemed to fly. Every couple enjoyed themselves until the very last dance
on the program was completed. For those who did not care to dance
there were several parlors with cozy nooks and corners for two. "Nuff-
ced !" No ball is complete without its special diversions, and the feature
of the evening was a dance exhibition by Dr. Sager. The faculty was
represented by our esteemed Dean and Professor, Dr. Carr, Dr. Swift
and Dr. Russell and his wife. A large proportion of the demonstrators
was present. It was by far the best Senior Dance ever held, and we
owe our hearty thanks to Mr. Roberts and his committee.

The "Impression," originated by the class of 1919 and continued

by our class, was a monthly periodical published for the students of the

College. Five numbers were issued, January to May, 1918. Then it

seems that the intervening summer vacation had some maleffect on the

staff. Result, the "Impression" was never heard of again.

The magazine was a very small one ; the average number of pages
totaled thirty-two. But they say that all good things come in small

quantities—and so it was with the "Impression." It was brief but excep-
tionally well written and made up.

The cover page was always decorated with a very artistic and orig-

inal design drawn by one of the members of the art staff. Of all the

written material in the book the editorials stood out prominently. The
subjects treated were very closely related to College life and activities,

making them interesting as well as instructive. In every issue there were
always two or three original stories, and several poems, some original,

others written by some very famous poets. Along with this might be
mentioned the scientific articles which were never absent from the book.

Several pages were devoted to College news in general. Under this caption

were included athletics, dance write-ups, army and navy notes and others

of less importance yet of interest to the student. Another very interesting

page was taken up by the Alumni Notes. This department contained
brief notes as to the doings and whereabouts of the prominent graduates
of the College. Inasmuch as the great war was going on at that time,

most of the notes were concerning those D.D.S.'s who had joined the

colors. Last, but by far not least, we must not forget to mention the

"Nitrous Oxide" or Humor Column. A very "clevah" heading, don't

you think? The jokes and funny stories in this column were original

and dealt with incidents which occurred in the College. This part of

the magazine was always enjoyed by its readers and many of us eagerly
looked forward to reading it each month.
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ATHLETICS

Coincident with the entrance of the Class of 1921, athletics at the col-

lege took on new life and vigor. Hitherto athletics had been limited to

one relay team and an occasional basketball quintet, but no serious effort

had been made to put athletics on a firm foundation.

During the Freshman year, several of the members who were athleti-

cally inclined, decided to start a class basketball team. A call for candi-

dates was issued and about twenty-five men responded. Due to a lack of

convenient training quarters, these men labored under great difficulties.

After about three weeks of training, the following men were chosen to

compose the regular team: Wasserman, Captain; Gorden, Seifer, M. Kap-
lan, S. Horn and Goldsmith. Games were played with several of the

nearby high schools, the team making a very creditable showing. The
fine schedule which the team went through reflects great credit on the

manager, Maxwell Fischler. He listed games with Bayonne High School,
Hoboken High School, Stuyvesant High School and several others.

In the Freshman year the baseball enthusiasts formed a class team
which had on it material well worthy of varsity recognition. With Big
Clint Smith in the box, and Eddie Dahlinger, the Brooklyn backstop,
behind the bat, we presented a truly formidable battery. The other mem-
bers of the team were Jerry Brady, since gone to the University of Pitts-
burgh, and now captain of that university's varsity team; Sam Wolfson,
the Stamford Babe Ruth; Charlie Stuart, from Maine; Goldsmith, Eddie
Wasserman, our own "Tubby" Seifer, Jimmy Hanley, the all-around
athlete from Orange; Friedlander and Zimmerman. The team had a
very successful season, losing only to the New York University Freshmen,
1—0, in a hard-fought game. In this game, Clint Smith struck out
nineteen batters.

The Spring of 1918 saw the advent of varsity track athletics on a
scale hitherto not attempted. Jack Murray, the Fordham track captain,
was now attending our college and with hearty co-operation lie moulded

together a team composed of four Freshmen: Sahlin, Kotzenberg, H.
Cohen and Kurtz. This was truly a remarkable achievement for the
Class of '21, in placing four men on the varsity team. Murray could not

compete, as he was attending the Fordham Graduate School, and was
captain of the PWdham team. Bernie Wefers, the famous sprinter of

the late ninties and present coach of Fordham and New York Athletic

Club, offered his services to the team and much of our future success was
due to his efforts. The team placed third in a select field at the Penn
Relays and this was a beginning to be proud of and one which foretold

future greatness for relay racing.

In our Sophomore year, the relay team consisted of Capt. Jack
Murray, '21

; Mac Kurtz, '21
; Eddie Wasserman, '21, and Van Levy, '22.

At the Penn Relays in April, 1919, C.D.O.S. astounded the athletic

sharps by flashing across the line in a brilliant victory, the winner over

Drexel Institute by fifty yards. The boys all ran perfectly and fol-

lowed the instructions of the Welfare in every particular. When one
considers that generally years of development are needed to put forth

a winning relay team, and when C.D.O.S. came through to success in a

year's time, one can conceive what wonderful results were accomplished.

The Summer of 1919 meant more cinderpath honors for our college,

as Jack Murray, competing for the New York Athletic Club, won the

National Junior Quarter-Mile Hurdle Championship of America on the

Franklin Field track in Philadelphia in a thrilling finish with Fred John-
son of the Illinois A. C. of Chicago.

As Juniors, 1921 placed two men on the relay team—Captain Mur-
ray and Mac Kurtz ; the other two men being Van Levy, '22. and Joe
Rubenstein, '23, a new arrival from Cornell. It can be seen that our

efforts to have all the men of the college get into the sport were bearing-

fruit, for now two men, other than our classmates, had shown sufficient

ability to make the team. Athletics were securing a stronger foothold
on the classes each year and successful results were bound to occur.

Again, at the Penn Relays, the Lavender of C.D.O.S. came through to
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victory in brilliant fashion. Rubenstein led off and handed over a yard
lead to Kurtz, and he held it up to the stretch where he came away to

a rive-yard advantage. Here Levy took up the running and opened up
a gap of twenty yards for Jack Murray. Jack breezed home with a
thirty-yard advantage over the second team, and the banner was ours
another year.

Last year's team is back with us again and we understand that
many aspirants for the places on the team are to give battle this Sprng,
so prospects are bright for a successful trip to Philadelphia. We are
sorry that we cannot tell" now of our forthcoming victory, for press time
prevents it; but watch the papers.

Far be it from us to boast of our achievements in athletics, but we
are forced to say that the Class of 1921 has done more for athletics at
the college than any preceding one, and we hope that our efforts will
work toward a better and more sincere regard for our Alma Mater.
Before bringing this article to a close, we must put in a word for the
manager of the track team in the Junior Year—Eddie Kronmann. He
did valiant work all the way through and by his efforts the team enjoyed
all possible comforts on its trips. Our Letter Men were Murray, Kurtz,
Wasserman, and Krohmann, as manager. A word here for Kurtz. Mac
was probably the most reliable of the track men and could always be
depended on in any emergency. From a mere novice in 1917, he made
the team in each succeeding year, and was never found wanting. Was-
serman surprised us all by making the team in 1919, and ran a brilliant
race. Jack Murray was a finished performer when he arrived at C.D.O.S.,
having competed for Fordham and the New York A. C. Club; and, after
signing up for dentistry, proceeded to win a national championship.
Through his efforts, and the work of Bernie Wefers, athletics at CD.
O.S. have been put on a firm foundation and it now remains for the
succeeding classes to maintain the standard set by 1921.

THE COLLEGE MAN

As He Is Often Depicted and As He Really Is
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VARSITY LETTER MEN OF THE SENIOR CLASS
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TRACK TEAM, 1920

Edwin C. Kronmann, Mgr. ; Van Tuyl Levy, Joseph Rubenstein,

Max L. Kurtz, John F. Murray, Jr.
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Too strict's what the Freshmen all say,

While the Sophs, they keep out of his way.

To his will Juniors bow,

But we SENIORS somehow

Know our friend in the end's DR. HAIGH.

A great horseback rider of course,

But in riding he never uses force,

I met him one day

"Wither bound?" I did say

Where I'm bound, "spake"Doc"Korn, "ask the horse"

I'm perplexed and an answer I need.

How is it Doc Sueskind's in lead

Of our track team so fast,

How come he's not last,

When he's built more for comfort than speed?

If the wonderful kid from Madrid

Fell in love with "Doc" CHURCH (if she did),

HE would say if a church

You are looking for, search

For St. Patrick's Cathedral, Miss Kid.

STRANGE it is how things come to mind.

We were Sophs, when we thought him unkind.

He would "lord" us and yell,

But now, strange to tell,

This "lord" is our SHEPARD, we find.
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A man who to mean things won't stoop,

Good natured yet nobody's dupe

;

Who will even in time

Forgive us this rhyme,

The man we admire—Dr. Throop.

Would you know the best price of gas'line,

Where the last word in tires may be seen,

How fast motors can whiz,

And such things, just quizz,

Dr. Barons: He's bought a machine.

For health, wealth, and wisdom just rise

E'er sun-up has done up the skies;

It's really pathetic

That early Prosthetic

Should cause Dr. Hoyt to be wise.

John Watz is a man of renown;

A mechanic, the best in the town.

If you're e'er in despair,

He's right there with repair,

He's a prince, he was born with a crown.
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A humor editor's job is no joke.

May every graduate's life be like a dentist's—always crowning.

In working for an eight-hour day, why is it that the labor unions

overlook the dental students? Coming down at 8 A. M. for a prosthetic

lecture and going home at 6 P. M. after an operative lecture is no

cinch.

Dentist's Son: Pop, is "rubber dam" swearing?

Dentist: Certainlv not; whv?
Dentist's Son: Sister got mad this morning because I told her to

take her handkerchief and rubber dam nose with it.

We wonder how Dr. Nolan got his position at the College. Evidently

he had a lot of pull.

"Get them while they're hot," said the student as he jumped for a

seat in the subway.

Reporter: Well, what do you think of the savages you met on your
trip to Africa?

Professor: Oh, they were very kind-hearted people; they wanted
to keep me there for dinner.

Although a comb has teeth, combs cannot be bought in dental offices.

Isn't it funny, water always freezes with the slippery side up.

tS*^ 1

He Wont Be Happy 'Till He Gets It.
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The Dentist As Bobby Sees H

HAPPY EXPRESSIONS
"It was accepted."

"I passed everything."

"My next hour is Medical Jurisprudence."

"I'm going out for lunch."

No horse doctor can cure your nightmare.

Dr. Swift: Your answer is just about as clear as mud.
M. Kurtz: Well, that covers the ground, doesn't it?

An examination is like an epidemic—it attacks a large number of

people in a certain area in a certain length of time, with the only excep-

tion that in an epidemic you have a chance.

They sell seats on the Stock Exchange floor on the same principle

that they sell chairs on the infirmary floor—the one who buys them gets

stuck.

And, talking about infirmary chairs. I bought one from a kind-

looking senior the first dav I came to this institution and when I found

out how much I had overpaid I never bought another instrument since.

When I open up an office I'm going to install an automatic phono-

graph tuned so that it will bawl me out in front of my patients every

ten minutes, otherwise I'll never be able to do my work properly.

Did you ever hear Dr. Ward say this in the Chemistry Laboratory?

"If something goes wrong with this experiment we'll be blown sky high.

Now come a little nearer so that vou can follow me."

lm A REMINDER
Just so as we don't forget an old friend—Osmic Acid.
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STUDENTS' 23RD PSALM

Dr. Ford is my Anatomy instructor: I shall not pass;

He maketh me say hard anatomical cognomens, and exposeth my
ignorance to the class

;

He restoreth my sorrow ;

He causeth me to recite borders and surfaces for my class's sake;

Yea, though I study 'til midnight, I shall gain no knowledge, for

descriptions trouble me.

He prepareth an exam for me in the presence of the faculty,

He giveth me a poor mark thereof.

Surely distress and sorrow shall follow me in all the days of my
course;

And I shall be flunked in Anatomy—Forever!

Dr. Russell: What is a constitutional disease?

Student: A change in the constitution.

Another Student: He's wrong; that's an amendment.

An example of an amendment to the constitution would be a

wooden leg.

A New Definition—A benign disease is one that's not so bad, but

not so good.

STUDY
Begone, distasteful study

Of Burchard, Gray and Miller born

!

Betake thyself to Wasson's bean,

Where you may rest and be unseen

;

Leave me alone as you would Reich alone

Or, better still in unopened volume
Or in secluded corners of Jerry's dome

And stay there forever.

TO AP PROXIMAL FILLINGS
At times I weary of the teeth,

And of the cavities (they're punk,)
;

And of the floors I must make flat,

And of the margins (oh! it's bunk).

But when the patient starts to smile,

And shows the proximal's golden hue,

Reflected in the mirror clean,

It sure does make me feel less blue.

"Well, did he pay you?" asked the wife of a dentist who had been

to collect a bill for a full set of false teeth that he had made for a man
almost a year before. "Pay me," growled the dentist, "not only did he

refuse to pay me, but he had the nerve to gnash at me

—

with my teeth."

A medical paper claims that a dentist's fingers carry disease and
germs. With the antagonism some M.D.'s show towards t'ae dental pro-

fession we wonder if that is an insinuation to boil the dentist.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

HOW TO TELL A SENIOR WHEN YOU SEE ONE
Does less work than anyone else.

Most of them do no work.

Has a moustache.

He is reverend (see Dr. Swift).

Cuts more lectures.

Doesn't buy notes.

Borrows and keeps all instruments.

Becomes more acquainted with the pool room.

Flirts with Julia, the laundress.

If a person hurt his knee would you say he had necrosis? Or if

he hurt his ankle, would you say he had ankylosis}
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The Gas Attack Of a Putrescent Canal

A RIDDLE—WHO WAS THE STUDENT

It happened in Pathology,

The Class was quiet as could be,

And as the lesson had begun,

Cold were the feet of everyone,

Then a question by the prof,

The student was a nervous soph,

But he stood up straight as a cane,

And answered loudly, "It's a wain."

BASEBALL IN DENTISTRY

Home Run—Getting your diploma.

Foul—A putrescent pulp.

Walk—A week's suspension from lectures and infirmary.

Hit—An A in anatomy.
Assist—Helping another student get a 10 in recitation.

Sacrifice Hit—Helping another student get a 10 in a recitation and
being caught by the prof for prompting.

Error—A leaking rubber dam.
Strike—Disappointing a patient.

Strike out (3 strikes)—Expulsion from the college.

Dr. Ford—Why are you late to class ?

A. Reich—The bell rang before I got here.

Fynke: "Have you your notebook here?"

Hahn: "My head is my notebook."

Fvnke: "That's a blank book."

Whenever you hear anybody speak about temporary bicuspids don't

laugh. When you think of it, the length of time some of those bicuspid

teeth remain in the mouth after their root canals have been filled by a

junior, well, there ARE such things as temporary bicuspids.
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IN THE STUDENTS' LOUNGE

"Ye Gods", Bill! Where Did You Get That Vest?" "Playing Poker" "Did You Win Or Lose?'
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MORE TRUTH THAN POETRY
A mere freshy to college he came,

Bought all the tools the profs could name,
When but a soph, he had some books,

Some instruments and his good looks,

A junior just out for the sport of the game,
He had a plaster bowl and a Bunsen flame,

Now a senior nothing at all to worry,

He borrows your instruments when in a hurry

"Pa," asked the little boy, "what is a counter-irritant?"

"A counter-irritant?" said the father (who evidently had never
studied Materia Medica with Dr. Russell). "I guess that must be a

woman who shops all day and doesn't buy anything."

In dentistry just as in life,

The women bear the brunt,

For when the dean hears noise, he says

"The girls please come down front."

The way some students go into classes unprepared and then give
the correct answer makes on believe in Ouija boards.

Of course, the whole class heard him. But Robinson still denies that
he said that if both kidneys are removed the patient gets kidney trouble.
We don't blame him for trying to deny it.

According to one of the students, there are two kinds of death

—

temporary and permanent. The former must be the result of finding out
one's final marks.

With the 18th Amendment trying to do its worst, did you ever
notice how the students borrow alcohol so often? We wonder what hap-
pened to their own.

To those who do not happen to know, let it be known that WEIS-
FISH is the name of one of our classmates, and not the nickname for a
guy who thinks he is clever.

"Are there removable amalgam fillings?"

"Yes, the kind I put in."

IT HAPPENS SOMETIMES
I needed credit for a gold,

I started in a-drilling,

I found that after I was done,
I plugged the dam into the filling.

TRAGICAL EXPRESSIONS
"It rocks."

It s porous.

"My next hour is Anatomy."
"My next hour is Histology."

Now that we are all discharged from the army we ought to be
experts in cavity preparation. Look at all the drilling we did

!

Absence makes the mark grow rounder.

Teeth have thev, but thev chew not—saws.

Don't think that Metallurgy is the hardest subject just because it

deals with gold, silver, etc.

Dentist:

Patient

:

right."

T think you'll have no trouble masticating now. sir."

T don't keer nuthin' about that, jest so's I kin chaw all
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WHY SENIORS CANT STUDY
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C > >) w - denial terms illustrated w.
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will ya?

- infiltrative anaesthesia --- -
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This is the symbol of Dr. Williams' discovery,

the Square, Tapering and Ovoid tooth forms and
the principle of harmony between face and tooth

form.

Under this symbol ONLY are Trubyte Teeth

offered. The crescent on their lingual surface is a
further protection against substitutes.

"The genuine possess qualities of excellence not found
in imitations."

Start Right!
Your transition from student to practitioner is the crucial moment in your

life. Your first steps are extremely important.

Let those high ideals which your professors have sought so faithfully to instil in you

be ever before you. For a dentist there are no substitutes for ideals—nor are there

substitutes for those materials you must use to express your denture ideals. And chief

of these are

Trubyte Teeth
Their beauty of form and shade, their graded sizes make possible the

attainment of your ideals in denture work—dentures which harmonize, den-

tures natural in appearance, efficient in use.

Ideals, too, should prevail in the choice of your Depot. Throughout the

years it will be your closest business friend.

Common sense will tell you to choose a Depot whose policy is liberal,

whose equipment is complete, whose quality is unexcelled, and whose service

is instant and courteous. You will find such a Depot if you select

THE DENTISTS' SUPPLY COMPANY,
220 West 42nd Street, New York City

Fifteenth Floor Phone Bryant 0296, 0297-0298-2575-3389
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NEW JERSEY

DENTAL SUPPLY COMPANY
INC.

106 MARKET STREET

NEWARK NEW JERSEY
TELEPHONE MARKET 8977

Dependable Goods Dependable Service

Assistance Cheerfully Given

in Design and Layout
of Modern Dental Office

c i

LET'S GET ACQUAINTED"

Phillip's Milk of Magnesia
"The Perfect Antacid"

For Local or Systemic Use

Caries, Gingivitis, Erosion, Stomatitis, Sensitiveness,

Pyorrhoea are successfully treated with it.

Excellent as a neutralizer of Oral Acidity.

PHILLIP'S

Phospho-Muriate of Quinine

COMP.

Non-Alcoholic Tonic and Reconstructive

With marked beneficial action upon the nervous system.

To be relied upon where a deficiency of the

phosphates is evident.

The Chas. H. Phillips Chemical Co.

NEW YORK LONDON
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COLLEGE IS OVER—WHAT'S NEXT?

YOUR career is ahead of you, with all its opportunities and possibilities.

If you are going to be a success, you must have, in addition to your

professional ability, a comprehensive view of the business side of dentistry,

—

the side that has to do with "Dollars and Cents."

Successful dentists are realizing the importance of environment on their

patients, and the effect exerted on them by modern, pleasingly appointed offices,

and up-to-date equipment.

When you buy equipment for your office, select the kind that will give

you the most efficient and lasting service; the kind that will save your time,

and the time of your patients.

Ritter Equipment will do all of these things, and more. It will give you

a big impetus on the way to financial success.

Write to-day for literature and descriptions of Ritter Equipment.

RITTER DENTAL MFG. CO., INC.,

Rochester, N. Y.
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The New Electro Dental Unit

The Senior Unit

The Senior Unit —
A Complete Dental Office
Operating Equipment-including:

Engine
Electro Dental Light (Rhein)
Automatic Switchboard

Bracket Table
Fountain Cuspidor
Air Compressor
Set of Instruments
Hot Air Syringe
Cutoff
Water Heater
Atomizer Heater and

Atomizers
X-Ray Picture Reader
Pedestals and Base

The Junior Unit —
A Dental Office Operating
Equipment — including

:

Engine
Fountain Cuspidor
Bracket and Table
Gas and Air Outlets
Bunsen Burner
Pedestals and Base

At any time the following parts of the Senior

Unit can be added to the Junior Unit:

Automatic Switchboard
Bracket Table

(with Accessories)

Air Compressor
Electro Dental Light (Rhein)

Furnished regularly in MAHOGANY finish

In White, Gray or Black Enamel finish, on special orders only

For further details, consult your dealer

»* %
ELECTRO DENTAL MANUFACTURING CO.

<J hiladelphia
/

The Junior Unit
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EQUIPPING YOUR DENTAL OFFICE

Success in your Dental Practice depends in a
considerable degree upon the appearance of

your offices.

We have helped hundreds of Dentists in our
many years of experience to modernize their

offices and have placed them on a plane of effi-

ciency which has returned the investment many
times in the form of increased earnings.

SUGGESTIONS, ADVICE and ASSIST-
ANCE in the artistic arrangement of your office,

we will gladly give you.

Proper attention given to all matters regard-

ing adjustment.

Our well-known EFFICIENCY SERVICE is

behind every sale we make.

Our deferred payment plan will meet with

your approval.

Do not neglect the opportunity of permit-

ting us to furnish you with prices and terms at

your earliest convenience.

S. E. SAMUELS

College Representative

WALLACE E. SADLER
10-12 East 23rd Street

New York City

We specialize in up-to-the-minute Dental Equipment.
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®o ®i|E Class of 1921

629 SECOND AVE., NEW YORK CITY

Representing

THE HARVARD CO.
Modern Dental Office Equipment

ESTIMATES FURNISHED ON REQUEST

MELROSE DENTAL DEPOT, Inc.

355 East 149th Street, New York

Ritter Equipment Teeth

Weber Equipment Alloys

Clark Equipment Cements

Amer. Cab. Equipment Gold

Electro Dental Equipment Instruments

Pelton & Crane Sterilizers

Trade-Marked Goods of known valiie

TELEPHONES MELROSE \ 279
(6342
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FOR DAILY REFERENCE

Our catalogs of general supplies,

and literature on Equipment and
Office Planning will be sent you
upon request.

These books should always be
close at hand.

Mail a postal today.

MENTAL AND MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT

WHATEVER your preparation for dental practice may be,

the accumulation of specialized knowledge represents an

asset in mental equipment. It is a valuable asset; more valuable

as you have conscientiously applied yourself to the mastery of the

science of dentistry.

Having acquired the knowledge and the training with which

to work out a successful career, the next consideration is the

character of the equipment which will enable you to give the

fullest expression to your abilities.

Manifestly an environment and a mechanical equipment of a

standard below your personal standard, will not contribute to

your best efforts, neither as an inspiration nor as a material aid.

We urge you therefore to procure the best materials, the best

instruments, the best goods of every kind within your capacity

to purchase, not that they must be of our manufacture but of the

kind we have always endeavored to provide.

Let your mechanical equipment equal your mental equipment

in that it is of the highest character possible of attainment.

THE S.S. WHITE DENTAL MFG. CO.

"Since 1844 the Standard"

Philadelphia.
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Compliments of

THE HARVARD COMPANY
NEW YORK BRANCH

45 West 34th Street

FRANK A. HAUSER ELWOOD B. SMITH

Everything in Modern Dental Equipment
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No 94 CABINET

Thousands of dentists are using this cabinet and like it.

Why experiment?
Its interior conveniences are fully equal to its exterior

attractiveness.

T
W
O

W
I

N
N
E
R

No. 2 OPERATING TABLE WITH CABINET

The table has been in use for a long time and found

convenient.

Adding the cabinet gives you an ideal auxilary cabinet

or a cabinet for prophylactic work.

Our goods can be combined with others and purchased on the installment plan if desired. Shall we mail you our catalog ?

THE AMERICAN CABINET CO.
TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN.
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YOUNG DENTIST
We thank you for your patronage,

of the past four years and trust

you will continue to favor us with

your future business.

We carry Everything A Dentist

Needs, in a Modern Office, at

Money Saving Prices.

We are Supplying Dentists in all

parts of the country.

MAIL ORDERS OUR SPECIALTY

National Dental Supply Co,

629 SECOND AVENUE

NEW YORK CITY

DEOPLE who LOOK ahead usually GET ahead
* They protect themselves by protecting their

future. If careless, slothful or heedless they will certainly

never make good.

Some dentists -- but not all -- let tomorrow, to

their sorrow, take care of itself. They forget that the

quality of their dental epuipment and supplies must

be staunch and true if they are to give their patient

the service that serves. They are the dentists whose

PROGRESS we can make more certain than it is to-day.

Osmun-Cook Company
NEWARK DENTAL DEPOT

7 West Park Street Newark, N. J.
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MOLD 253 (Enlarged)

JUSTI TRUE-TO-NATURE TEETH
DEEP CUSPS

Main Office and Factory fl. JJ. JUull OL ljUJN Branch

PHILADELPHIA all dental depots CHICAGO
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Telephone, Vanderbilt 9197 M. A. WINDISH

PEERLESS

DENTAL SUPPLY CO.
(PEERLESS MERCHANDISE)

303 EAST 34th STREET

NEW YORK

*"\

Students Outfits Dentists' Supplies

New and Used Dental Equipment

The difference between:

A Rolls Royce Car and

Indian Head Mirrors

is that

An Indian Head Mirror is infinitely better and

NO more expensive than other mirrors

while

THE FORMER is infinitely better but also infinitely

non-expensive than other cars

If You Insist Oa

INDIAN HID
MIRROR

You Insist Upon

f II i |f T

Union Broach Co., Inc.

256 West 55th Street New York
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STERN GOLD PRODUCTS
COMPRISE A

GOLD FOR EVERY PURPOSE
Plates Casting Golds

Solders Clasp Metal and Wire

Shells Filling Golds

We manufacture a full line of Attachments for Removable Bridgework including the following

Stern Adjustable Attachments (Patent Pending)

McCollum Attachments Boos and Supplee Attachments

DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE ON REQUEST

I. STERN & CO.
104-106 West 116 Street New York City
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ASH PRODUCTS
Have been used by Dentists throughout

the world since 1820
A few of them are

Tube Teeth, Hand-Made Forceps and
Elevators, Dental Rubbers and Cements

CLAUDIUS ASH, SONS & CO., U.S.A. Inc.
ONE UNION SQUARE NEW YORK CITY

E. B. RICH
Wishes you success and invites you to pay a

visit to his Dental Depot, whether you are in or out

of college, no matter what you need from a bur to

an outfit, we are at your service.

Respectfully,

Dental Supplies E. B. RICH
128 Lenox Ave., New York Phone, Harlem 3836

Best Wishes to the Members of the

Graduating Class

From

M. BRAUDE &
Dental Supplies

CO.

7 West 116th Street New York City

Phone, 4060 Harlem
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Business

B
LUE prints covering the layout of a complete office will be submitted for

approval with the assurance that increased efficiency will be obtained, and
no charge is made for this service.

Come and inspect The Model Dental Suite erected on The Main Floor of this Depot.

FAWCETT & FAWCETT
RELIABLE DENTAL EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

All Fulton Street Brooklyn, N. Y.
Phone - Main 6080-6081-6082-0653

44PROMETHEUS'
The Electric Sterilizer

That always was best and
is now better than ever.

Distinct Features.

Heating Unit without wire, that

will not burn out from use.

Automatic Cut-Out built along

the lines of a switch absolutely

dependable and easily reset.

The Prometheus Electric Steriliz-

er, long and favorably known by

the profession for its efficiency and

its durability, has again been im-

proved to meet all modern
requirements.

Ask your dealer or write

for illustrated booklet to

The Prometheus Electric Co.

511 West 42nd Street New York
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Telephone Market 640

Moering X-RAY Laboratory
883 BROAD STREET

NEWARK, N. J.

Office Hours:-

10 A. M. to 4 P. M.
and by Appointment

Dental Radiographs

and Diagnosis for

the profession only

"VOTED AS THE MOST POPULAR RESTAURANT"

LOUIS' RESTAURANT
Oyster and Chop House

482 - 3rd AVENUE at 33rd STREET

NEW YORK

LOUIS GERAKARIS, Prop. SATISFACTION SUPREME

CASTING A SPECIALTY
Compliments of

HARRY RAFKIN
Dental Laboratory

"The best in Prosthetic Work"

1011 So. Boulevard

Bronx, N. Y.

Telephone

Intervale 914

Telephone

Glenmore 8965
JOSEPH KLEIMAN

Prop.

THE STAR

Dental Laboratory
1844 PITKIN AVENUE

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Specialists in all branches of Mechanical Dentistry

ALL WORK GUARANTEED
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THE TRIUMPH OF RUBBER
^&**^

DR.. TEPPER'S

GUM YKE
"^

'^

A Perfect Rproduction Of The Human Gum

For Featherweight Dentures

Combine the two dental rubbers, make a denture of ORALYKE
with a GUM LYKE facing and you will have a denture that is

stronger than any base rubber, and lighter in weight than any
dental rubber, and a denture that really and truly simulates nature.

Long Island City

New York

Originators of

Better Dental Rubbers

DENTISTS DESIRING
Lingual or Arch Bar Dentures with

SUPPLEE ATTACHMENTS

BENNETT BLADE DENTURES

For Inserts or Extensions

Cast or Contoured Clasp Work of all kinds

Swaged or Cast Gold Plates.

Cast Swaged Aluminum Plates.

Full or Partial Rubber Plates.

Perfection Gold Plates.

Crowns of every type.

Fixed and Removable Bridges. Perfection Plate

Write for information relative to Porcelain Root Bridge Work

SAM1 G. SUPPLEE & CO.

1 Union Square New York
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NO COATS SOLD UNLESS
THOROUGHLY SHRUNK
Our customers know that we are even more,
insistent on QUALITY, style and service in every
garment which we turn out than they themselves.

This rigid adherence to our standards of white
office garments, and our moderation in prices,

hold our customers and daily attract new ones.

Ready to wear office coats always on hand.

Call-Write-or Phone Bryant 1109
Complete Descriptive Circulars Mailed Free on Request

LESSER AND MOSS
729 SIXTH AVENUE NEW YORK

S. W. Corner at Forty-Second Street

American National Bank
Belmont Square

NEWARK, N. J.

National and International Banking, Remittances to all

parts of the World by Cable, Draft and Money Order.

Steamship Tickets of the best Lines

WORLD WIDE SERVICE

CAPLAN
Official Class Photographer

Will open Dental Depot about September

1529 MADISON AVENUE
Cor. 104th Street NEW YORK

Phone, Harlem 4251 Entrance on 104th Street

Dental Publications a Specialty

SAMUEL ELKIN
Supplier of all Books

SUBSCRIPTION AGENT FOR ALL MAGAZINES

60 East 119th Street NEW YORK
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NOVOCAIN
(Procaine-Metz)

The Local Anesthetic for Dental Surgeons

ORTHOFORM
Particularly utilizable for packing sockets after extraction

for the relief of post-operative pain

ORTHO-TROCHES
FOR USE IN SORE THROAT OF VARIOUS TYPES

These products can be ordered through your own dental house

H. A. METZ LABORATORIES, Inc.

122 Hudson Street New York

Phone, Montgomery 2083

J. E. MERSON & CO.
Dental Laboratory
DENTAL SUPPLIES

116-124 NEWARK AVENUE
Drake College Building

JERSEY CITY, N. J.

N. Y. DENTAL LABORATORY
4 West Park Street

Newark, N. J.

A. M. KARAS, Prop. Phone, Conn.

Eckley Dental Supply Co., Inc.
S. SHERMAN STARKIE, Pres.

50 Union Square New York

We Carry a Complete Line of

All Reliable Dental Supples
INCLUDING

STEELES TEETH — JUSTI TEETH
NEYS GOLD — SERVICE

Tel. 8079-W Glenmore

S. BELKIN
Dental Laboratories

521 STONE AVENUE
cor. Blake Avenue BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Tel. Bryan t 2922

s. SABINSON
D ental Laboratory

687 Sixth Avenue NEW YORK
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Enterprise Dental Supply
S. BROWN, Prop.

75 St. Marks PI. (8th St.) New York City

Phone, Orchard 2022

We carry a Full Line of Standard Goods including

I. Stern & Co., Ash, Noval Products, and Globe

White Metals known as White Gold

shells, and Castings

L. Guterman, Prop. Telephone

Gramercy 1049

Compliments of

of

LOUIS GUTERMAN

ECONOMY DENTAL SUPPLY CO.
303 East 23rd St., New York

The Porcelain Jacket Crown

The Lochhead Laboratories, Inc.

Experts in Ceramic Dentistry

BOSTON CHICAGO NEW YORK

This is the Age of the Specialist.

A combination of concentrated specialization

and strict attention too seemingly unimportant details,

is bound to bring satisfactory results.

We have equipped a special department in

which the Tench-Gysi methods are practiced.

Union Square Dental Laboratory
'HOME OF QUALITY WORK"

1-3 UNION SQUARE
Stuyvesant 3905 N. W. Corner 14th Street
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College of Dental and Oral Surgery of New York
302-304-306 EAST 35th STREET

NEW YORK CITY

CO-EDUCATIONAL
WM. CARR, M.D., I). D.S., Dean, 302-304-306 East 35th St., New York, N. Y.

FACULTY:
WILLIAM CARR, A.M , M D, D D.S.

1

Dean of the faculty. Professor of Oral Surgery.

CHARLES MILTON FORD. A.M., M.D ,

Registrar, Professor of Anatomy and Histology.

WORTHINGTON SEATON RUSSELL, M.D.
Secretary of the Faculty, Professor of Materia Medica
and Therapeutics and of Pathology.

DE LANCEY WALTON WARD, Ph D.

Professor of Physics, Chemistry and Metallurgy.

ARTHUR LESSNER SWIHT, D.D.S..

Professor of Operative Dentistry and of Dental Pathology
and Therapeutics.

HERBERT LOCKE SWIFT, D.D.S.,

Professor of Prosthetic Dentistry.

HENRY H. JANEWAY, A.B , M.D., •
Professor of Physiology and Hygiene.

fr Deceased

The College gives a four years course of thorough

instruction in all branches of modern dentistry

At present enlarged facilities are being built which it

is expected will be ready for occupancy in October

For catalogue and further information address

College of Dental and Oral Surgery

of New York
302 East 35th Street, New York City
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" the value of an advertisement is not determined

by the gross reading circulation of a periodical—but rather

by the number of minds susceptible to the suggestions

contained therein— the advertisement."

Mayer B. A Schier

Conveying a

Message of their

Endeavors, the

Advertisers herein

Command Your

Premiere Attention.

First

;

Because of the

Character of the

Concerns,

Second; because

They have been a

Contributing

Factor to the

Success of

Your Publication.

They are Your

Advertisers and

Merit Your

Consideration.

Thanks to

Yourselves.

"Embyess'

Telephone

Malbsrry 1038

I R. ASEN, B.S.

Director

Advancement
The modern dentist, following in the footsteps

of modern medicine, has come to require the

aid of scientific laboratory methods.

THE CLINICAL LABORATORY
53 Halsey Street Mewark, N. J.

JOE'S RESTAURANT
509 THIRD AVENUE

"The Popular Eating Place"

Complimentary
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Tel. Stuyvesant

595-596

A Full Line of

Dental Specialties

SZABO & BEER
Manufacturers of Dental Gold and Solders

Main Office: 30 EAST 14th STREET, New York

KRIVINS & GETTER
Prosthetic Dentists

12 WEST 40th STREET NEW YORK CITY

Specialists in CHAYES SYSTEM Removable Bridgework
Cast Clasps ard Gold Inlays

Direct and Indirect Methods Prompt Service a Feature
Telephone 3483 Murray Hill

Phone Orchard 1200

H. J. GOTTLIEB'S
Dental Laboratory

CASTING A SPECIALTY
415 Grand Street New York

Phone Murray Hill 5820

The Doughnut and Coffee Shop
THEODORE D. PRASSOS, Prop.

249 East 34th St., N. W. Cor. 2nd Ave , New York

L. D. Phone 9090 Mkt.
with Extensions

Personal Phone 8191 Mkt.

Nnuark irtttal Uabnratnnj
A. S. VAN HOUTEN, Prop'r

EXPERTS IN PROSTHETIC DENTISTRY
707 Broad cor. Cedar St. Next to L. S. Plaut & Co., Newark, N. J.

Telephone 5022 Madison Square

J. PRICE
Manufacturer of White Uniforms

FOR SURGEONS, DENTISTS AND NURSES

313 East 26th Street New York
Next to Bellevue Medical College

Phone Murray Hill 5220

FRAWLEY BROS.
Manufacturers of Fine Confections
ICE CREAM AND FRUIT WATER ICES

627 Second Ave. bet.| 34th & 35th Sts-, New York
Families and Parties Supplied

High Class Photo Plays

THIRTY-FOURTH STREET THEATRE

34th Street and 3rd Avenue, New York
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